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By Roll M. Gubler 

An expertmental Air Quality Adwsory program, 
designed to increase public awareness 01 air pollution 
lmpacls on park resources and lo alert visitors when 
ozonelevelsexceed EPAestabl~shed healthlevels(.lZ 
ppm] was undertaken by the National Park Service in 
1990. Shenandoah NP, as one of the five parks that 
volunteered to parl~c~pate in the pIlot program, devel- 
oped a parkwlde ozone andwbil~ty rating system and 
public advisory. 

Shenandoah NP IS located in a highly sensitive ec@ 
logical area thal IS subject to air pollul~on origlnatlng 
from the industr~allzed areas of the east coast. mid- 
west, and local sources wlth~nVlrg~nla. Thel977Cle.w 
Air Act Amendments designated Shenandoah as a 
“Class I” alrshed and reqwed the highest degree 01 
protection for air quality related values The amend- 
ments also gave the federal land managers responsi- 
blkty Ior protectlog the air quality values I” Class I 
areas The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments lell these 
prowons Intact. However. in Shenandoah and other 
areas, continued urban and industrial growth IS result- 
ng I” s~gnlllcant deterloratlon 01 air quality. 

Visitors come to Shenandoah NP expectlog males- 
tic YIWS of the mountains and valleys. but Instead they 
frequently are treated to a heavy white haze shrouding 
the scenic wstas. Slatisllcs show that summerttme 
wsibilliy I” the Easlern United States has decreased 
roughly 50 percenl in the last 40 years [the average 
current summer visual range IS 15 miles). Seventy per- 
cent of the haze affecting wbllIty IS due to manmade 
air pollution, mainly sullale aerosols. This current 
chronic intense regionwIde white haze condilion IS in 
direct contrast to the bluish natural haze historically 
associated wth the Blue Ridge Mountains Leaves 01 
trees and other plants emit moisture and natural chem- 
icals (e.g. terpenes) into the ax which react to form the 
natural bluish haze. 

Another threat to natural resources and human 
health IS the high concentrations of ozone during sum- 
mer months. This threat can best be illustrated by the 
summer of 1988, when the park recorded two separate 
occasions during which the federal ozone standard 
established to protect public health was exceeded. At 
that tlme,we had no system for informing oui visitors 
and employees of the potential health risks. With the 
park’s new quanbtative ozone ratlng system we can 
efiectively alert witors and employees when periods 
of unhealthy ozone levels occur. 

To provide wtors with current ozone and visibility 
information, we have developed a parkwide An Quality 
Rating System. 

Every morning, ozone data are collected at the Big 
Meadows monitoring site and are polled via modem to 
the Natural Resources and Sciences Diwion OHlce. 
The highest one hour ozone concentration average is 
ional Park Service US Department of

P Pilots Air Qu
noted and converted Into one of the three lollowIng 
classes, LOW 0.0 0.059 ppm, MODERATE 0.060 
0.120 ppm, and UNHEALTHY 0.121 ppm or greater. 

Our quaIllative visibility indexes are determined at 
noon each day by noting the visual range to our west- 
ern horizon. The observer IS aided by the presence or 
absence from sight 01 known mountain ranges. The 
visibility indexes are: POOR=O-10 mtles. MODER- 
ATE = 11.30 miles. and GOOD =31 miles or more Vis- 
Ibilkty Indexes are posted as wsual ranges. 

At 1.00 pm the ozone and wbilkty ranges are log- 
ged and transmitted via park radio to entrance statloos 
and v~sitorcenters These locations represent our main 
public contact areas. Park rangers on duty there dis- 
playthecurrentozoneandv~s~bllilyratingon thedwg- 
nated AIT Quality Index s,gns and bulletin boards. If the 
ozone rating is unhealthy or becomes unhealthy, this 
informalloo. along with an appropriate advisory. is 
broadcast parkwide as an admlnistralive message. 
The health alert advisory urges healthy people to 
reduce their physlcal activity the elderly and those 
sufferlog lrom respiratory allments are advised to stay 
indoors. 

Our policy at Shenandoah slates lhat it is at the 
supervisor’s discretion to decide whether to modily an 
employee’s work activity. During periods of high ozone 
levels, we feel II is essential to provide our visitors and 
employees with this basic information. 

To further educate our visitors, we’ve developed 
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ality Advisory 
mformative exhibits. dtsplays, and site bulletins 
explaining the lmplicaiions and effects of acid pre- 
c~p~taiion, wbilily impa~tment. and ozone pollulion. 

Air pollution is not always the responsible agent 
when poor vlsibllity occurs. Spring and Fall olten bring 
low-lying clouds and fog lhat obscure views. However. 
except when there is a storm occurring or distlncl 
clouds are I” the area. it is nol always obvious whether 
the visibility impairment is caused by weather condo- 
tlons or pollution. What may look IIke log may !n lact be 
haze, and the only way to be sure is to analyze the 
filters in the line partlculale monitors The filters must 
be sent away for analysis, making the line particulate 
monitors unsuitable for use in the advisory program. 
Therelore, It is not our practice at this time to dilferentl- 
ate between human-caused and natural visibility 
impairment. 

The Air Quality Advisory Program has been well 
accepted by the park stalf and the public. Thorough 
local news coverage of the new system provided an 
Ideal showcase for the program and enhanced Its edu- 
catlonal value Staff lrom all park divisions worked 
together IO make our program feasible and cost- 
effective. By creating greater public awareness of em- 
ronmental issues through our Air Quality Advisory Pra- 
grain we have found thatwecan serve thevisitormore 
effectively and at the same time promole protection of 
our natural reso”rces. 

Gubier is an Air Oualify Technician at Shenandoah NP 
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A report to park managers of recent and on- 
going research in parks with emphasis on its 
implications for planning and management 
- Shenandoah NP Pllols Air Quality Advisory 1 
* Biological and Phyxal Aspects of Dredging 

On Cumberland Island National Seashore 3 
- A GIS Assessment of Barrier Island Impacts 5 
- Ecological Restoration Research: 

Applications Manual 6 
- Arid Veg Management: A Multi-Agency Look .7 
- Jordan’s View of Restoration 7 
- Mountain Goats in Yellowstone: 

The Horns of a Dilemma? 8 
. Cape Cod’s Atlantic White Cedar: 

Managing a Unique, Natural (?) Community 10 
- GIS Used to Develop Fire 

Managemenl Strategies 16 
- Restoration of Farm Woodlots 

at Gettysburg NMP 16 
- Neotropical Migratory Bird 

Conservation Pact Signed 19 
- Relict Vegetation Sites: 

Urgent Inventory Need for Desert Parks 20 
- Seeing the Forest for the Trees: 

An Analysis 01 Cumulative Impact in 
Environmental Documents 21 

- Ecological Effects of Stocked Trout On 
North Cascades Naturally Fishless Lakes 22 

DEPARTMENTS 
P&Scknce is fee&g the (pleas&) pres 
we of information overload. If y-x have sub. 
mined an &de that has not yet appeared, or if 
your article appears in drastically curiailed 
Jorm, our reason is s,mpIythatwe haveonly 24 
pages, four times a year. If w* go to mofe 
pages, we lose the attention OJ our busy 
readers, who tell me lhey can scan 24 pages, 
but would balk at ihe much larger number we 
could easily fill, At present, our only option is to 
cut, trim, cho& and agonize. In our effti lo 
cow the enthe System, we cannot give many 
of the articles the length they really deserve. 
So we tiy togwe enough to provide “the gist,” 
and leave it to you who want more. to contti 
the authors. 

who knows? Perhaps 24 pages mwe fra- 
quent~[hane”e~~irdmonth~ay becofnean 
option, but until that happy day we have to beg 
for brevity. Your editcli is least happy when 
cutiig, so please, do your best to do it yourself. 
The Natural Resources Publication Program IS on track and runn~ng~ Its caordmator. Donna DLeary. describes II 
inan article beginnlng on this page It provldeslhemeansforachlevlngorderand retwab~l~ty ~nasc~ence program 
that is rapidly com!ng of age wIthIn the Serwe. Scientific research. its reflections in natural resource management, 
and its interpretation tothe visiting public are undergolng perhaps the most exciting changes of depth and directton 
in the history of the Service. The knowledge that is proliferating at this time IS bnnging powerful new options 10 light, 
providing our stewardshtp with Insights and tools it never had before - and never needed so desperately. 

The trick is how to keep this information current Servicewide - how to inform the field about what IS going on so 
that discoveries need be made only once, mistakes need not be repeated, and the enthusiasm of local twmphs can 
spread through the System like friendly wlldfre. 

The publication program is an essential process for keeping track of what we are learnlng and putting this 
knowledge to its best and widest use. The new handbook is recommended reading for all and required reading 101 

those who wish to make their imprint on NPS resource management history. 

The Natural Resources Publication Program: What is it? 
By Donna O’Leary 

The Natural Resources Publication Program is a result of an lnitiatlve that began in earne~l in 1967. II was in 
response to a request from the Chief Scientists to the Associate DIrector, Natural Resources (ADINR), to improve 
the quality and ensure the crediblllty of NPS natural resources publications. The lnltlat~ve began with numerous 
questions. WIthin the natural resouiceorganizations, whowas producing what7 How many and what kinds of series 
exIsted Who were the audiences? How were publications being reviewed? Who was accountable for approving 
reports? 

To answer these questions and others, a surveywas conducted on natural resource publlcatlons produced in FYs 
1965 and 1966 and those proposed for 1967. The fIndIngs were most informative Washington dwons and offIces. 
reglonal offices, cooperalIve park studies units, and parks, together were disseminating an average of 146 reports/ 
year through 15 series. The extent of revws and the exercise of quality control wed from series to sews. Most of 
the publications dinered in appearance, format, $erles numbering systems. and distribution. No database Informa- 
tion was available No process existed Jor selecting publication projects. The publication situation was fragmented 
and lacked a coordinate direction, purpose, and focus. 

To review and evaluate this information and to recommend Improvements, the ADiNR set up a natural resources 
task force of scientists, resource managers including a supenntendent, and editors. They met first in 1986. During 
the same period in 1968, and parallel to the natural resources publication Initiative, the DIrector requested that a 
workshop of NPS editors and publishers be conducted to review and evaluate the entire NPS publication program 
and to recommend improvements. Most of the issues ldent~fledattheworkshopwere the same issues of concern for 
natural resource publications, including the following: “The natural resource publication program requires priority 
focus because of its present fragmentation:’ 

The natural resources task force concluded that a comprehensive publication program was needed to provide a 
Servicewide function in disseminating Information on natural resources through publication. To meet this objective. 
the task force recommended that (1) only a small number of series be used: SIX series disseminated at the national 
(Servicewide) level and three of the six at the regional level: (2) a publlcat~ons coordlnalion functlon be formalized: 
(3) a formal selection process be instituted for publication projects: (4) an adwsory board be established to continue 
making program recommendations to the ADiNR and Chief Sclentlsts; (5) a bibliographic database be generated 
and maintained for new publications; and (6) a policy and procedural handbook be developed toconsolldate existing 
Departmental and other authorities and regulations and to provide additlonal gutdance where needed. 
&ontinued on back cover) 
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The estuarlne studies consist of SIX main elements, 
t unlike the coastal studies these elements are 
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Biological and P
On Cumberland

By Stephen V. Gofer-Shabica 

Cumberland Island National Seashore (CINS), 
established by Congress an Ott 23, 1972. is well 
known for its marine turtles, abundant shorebirds, 
dune lields, maritime forests, fishing, marshes and 
tidal creeks and flats, and hislow structures. GINS IS 
25.7 km long and lot& 13,342 ha, of which 6.821 ha 
are marsh, mudflats and tidal creeks. It was estab- 
lished to preserve the scenic, scientific, and historical 
values of the largest and most southerly island off the 
coast of Georgia (PL 92-536, 92nd Gong, 5.2411 ) 

The Kings Say Environmental Research Program 
was concewd in 1986 by the U.S. Departments of 
Interior and Navytoevaluale therelationships between 
submarines and their shipping channels, marshes, 
barrier Island shorelines and dunes, notably those of 
CINS. Georgia and Amelia Islands (Florida), and tide- 
flats. The Program focuses on the potential effects of 
the deepening, from 12.7 m to 15.5 m, of the Kings Say 
Trident SubmarIne Ease ship channel. The channel is 
almost 35 2 km long, extending from Kings Bay, 
through Cumberland Sound. out the St. Marys 
Entrance to the 15.5 m contour, 19.2 km offshore. The 
removal of approximately 26.8 mlllon cubic meters of 
dredged material was required. 

Coastal Monitoring Plan 
A 5.year study (1988-1992) was set up to perform 

environmental monitoring in the area of Cumberland 
and Amelia Islands and Cumberland Sound. This Pro- 
gram. currently I” its third year, is funded at $900,000 
per year. The ecological aspects and overall synthesis 
of the monitoring program are the responsibilities of 
Interor, wth the National Park Service as the imple- 
menting agency, Stephen Gofer-Shabica the Program 
director. Navy is responsible for monitoring the physi- 
cal aspects of the study area with the Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command as the implementing com- 
mand. The physical monitoring program Includes both 
coastal and estuarlne studies and is performed for the 
Navy by the U.S. Army Engineers. 

The primary purpose of coastal monitoring is identifi- 
cation and quantification of any cause and effect rela 
tionshtps between the entrance channel modification 
and the ocean shoreline. A 3.fold study plan includes 
review of the historical sening and pre-project data to 
document the long-term evolution of the project area. 
data collection during the 5.year program to identify 
changes, and numertcal modeling studies to extrapo. 
late the measured process-response to scenarios 
beyond the meawement period of resolution. 

Monitoring Activities 
An intensive historical study gathered survey, sedi. 

ment, geologic, aerial photography, map, dredging. 
wave, and process measurement data from numemu~ 
sources including the National Ocean Service. the 
States of Florida and Georgia. both area Corps of 
Englneers Districts, and the professional literature. 
The bulk of this study concentrated on evaluating the 
historic bathymetric surveys and shoreline change his- 
tory in order 10 identify regional and local trends and 
anomalies. The historic sediment transport patterns, 
rates, and processes were conceptualized and a first 
order sediment budget developed. 

Monitoring activities include (1) funding the 4.5 year 
operation of a 3-m&r National Data Buoy Center off- 
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hysical Aspects of Dredging 
 Island National Seashore 

ridenfsubmarinesareaimosf600ieetfong. haveacomplemenfoi770sarlors. andcarrylZmrssrieseach, armed 
th 10 independently targeted nuclear warheads. The U.S. has 30 Trdent submarmes. 10 of which are based al 
mgs Ba): GA, adiacent to Cumberfand Island National Seashore. 
ore directional wave gage in 65 ft (20 m) of water at 
ave Information Study station #57, (2) installation of 
arshore directlanaI wave gages OH Cumberland and 
elia Islands, (3) annual surveys of beach profile and 

fshore I;nes on Cumberland and Am&a Islands. (4) 
inter or half-year surveys of about 15?b of these lines, 
) annual surveys of the wetlands, shore and near 
ore on the soundslde of Cumberland Island, (6) 
ginning and end of the 5.year period surveys of St. 

arys ebb tidal delta, (7) aerial photography (joint 
tivity with the NPS), (8) sediment sampling, and (9) 
nual data analysis and interim report preparation. 

Estuarine Monitoring Plan 
3 
planned as Independent activities. Extensive physical 
and numerical model studies were performed and field 
data collected in support of the Trident channel design 
program. The scope of the estuarine studies was influ- 
enced by this existing study base and the interrelation- 
shipofthephywal processes wth the ecological stud- 
ies which Interior had planned I” the same area. 

During the entire 5.year period there will be contin- 
uous monitoring of the tides, conductivity, temperature, 
salinity, and suspended sedtments at six stations 
throughout the estuarine system. In addition, an inten- 
sive hydrodynamic sampling actiwty was conducted m 
1990 over a 13.hour cycle. This study duplicates con- 
centraled sampling studies conducted in 1982 and 

(Continued on page 4) 
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Peninsula. Ozark Highlands, Southern and Cen- 
tral Sierra Nevada. and Western Lake Forest. 
Effects of Dredging on Cu
(Continued from page 3) 

1985. The Sedlmenl Sources and Redistributlan task 
modlhed the previously archived numerical model 
study of the estuary to include all elements 01 the “as- 
built” prolect and compare the base-to-plan condition 
to Identify any sedtmentation redistribution effects. In 
1989 apreliminarystatistical analysis ofthe Long-term 
Fernandina Tide Gage record was conducted to deter- 
mine d there is any evidence over the 50.year tide 
record to relate changes in the tidal prism to historical 
channel expatwon. 

Biological Monitoring Program 
Marsh, Mudliats and Tidal Creeks: The mudflals 

and tidal marshes and creeks are highly important to 
the Cumberlaod Sound ecosystem, providing habitat 
and foraging and shelter areas for numerous verte- 
brate and invertebrate species. Including the 
endangered wood stork and manatee. These areas 
also are Important in nutrient recycling. Interference 
with sediment depositjon, both in terms 01 quantity and 
quality, could result in drowning of the marshes as sea 
level rises, and increase shoreline recewon. The pw 
pose of this study IS 10 determine whether backbarwr 
dredging for the Kings Bay Submarine Base is affect- 
ing marsh habitat stability on Cumberland Island. 
Research was predicated on the hypothesis that if this 
operation IS Indeed exerting an influence on Cumber- 
land Island. it WIII most likely be first perceived in the 
effect it has on the rates of supply and delivery of 
sediments to marches and tideflats. 

Population Dynamics of the Hard Clam, Mercenaria 
mercinaria: It IS possible that the construction and 
subsequent deepening of the entrance channel to the 
U.S. Navy’s East Coast Trident Submans base at 
King’s Bay. GA. may have altered enwonmental condi- 
tions in Cumberland Sound sufficiently to affect native 
marine invertebrate populations. Possible changes 
could come lrom alterations in waler quality, in sedl- 
mentalion rates and types of sediments on the eastern 
and southern shores of Cumberland Island. crown 
and steepening of the banks on the western shore, and 
changes in suspended sediment loadings. The hard 
clam, Mercenana merceoana, is being used III this 
study IO compare hlstorlca! and current growth rates, 
physiological stress, and reproductive effort between 
clams in “impact’ (tidellats in close proximity to the 
ship channel) and “non-impact” control sites (tideflats 
larremovedfromtheshipchannel. butofsimilarphysi- 
cal and geomorphological characteristics). 

Groundwafer Hydrology. Channel development 
which intercepts the edge of the surface-water lens 
and/or the Pliocene-Miocene aquifer could result in 
loss of water confinement causng alterations in the 
groundwater rasou~ces for the island. Such changes 
Include lowering 01 the surface- and ground-water 
tables. and salt water intrusion Since the plant and 
animal communltiesolthe islandare dependent on the 
quantity and qualzty of the surface- and ground-waters. 
adverse chanoes in thls resource would have adverse 
consequencesiorthe Islands ecology. The placement 
of a series 01 shallow 4.5 m to 39 4 m water momtoring 
wells !n the surflcn and Pliocene-Miocene aqlrlfers of 
Cumbeiland Island and the determination 01 the 
‘slands water budget will permit an evalualion of 
changes m the freshwater wources of the Island as 
they might be related to thedeepenlngofthe KingsBay 
ship channel. 

Manatee Presence in Cumberiand Sound. Five 
r&a-tagged manatees, three tagged I” Brevard 

County and two in Nassau County, moved into the
mberland Island 

Waves break on the shorelrne oi a Cumbedaod lsfand maisn. 
CumberlandSoundreglonduringthesummersof1987 
and 1988. and were tracked there. With Navy funding. 
tracking of manatees in Cumberland Sound was con- 
tlnued during ihe 1989 season. This IS the lirst ecologl- 
cal study 01 the Florida manatee outside of Florida. 
Purpose of the study was to determine how long man- 
atees stay in the Cumberland Sound region, and to 
determine if military activities, such as dredging 01 
increased boat traffic. are likely to affect manatees or 
manatee habitat. 

Geologic History of Cumberland Island Marshes: 
The mudflats and tidal marshes and creeks are highly 
important to the Cumberland Sound ecosystem. Inter. 
ference with sediment depositton, both in terms of 
quantity and quality. could result in drowning Ihe mar- 
shes assealevel rises, and increased shoreline reces- 
soon. In question 1s whether the deepening of the thaw 
nel will aflect the marshes 01 the Cumberland Island 
ecosystem. To answer this question I! IS necessary to 
know how the marshes existed in the past. how they 
evolved. and what envtronmental factors affected this 
evolution and development Purpose of this study IS to 
wastigate and document the hIstorical evolution and 
development of the marshes. mudflats, and marsh 
tidal creeks of Cumberland Island and wnlty for the 
last 3.500 years. 

Aerial Photographic Surveys: Using high resolution 
melric AOAaer~al photography to establish the current 
state of the beaches and bamer island seashores. 
future changes can be identified through addItIonal 
aerial photographlc surveys. This annual series of pho- 
tography IS also being used to evaluate marsh produc- 
tlwty All photography conforms to pre-set flight lines 
and Includes all of Cumberland Island and the 
shorelIne of Amelia Island Aerial photographIc m~s- 
s~ons are flown by NASA usmg the high altitude ER-2 
aircraft. The plane flies al 19.400 m and provides 
distortion-free stereo photographs. The alrcralt is 
equipped with the RC-10. V x 9 format camera, the 
HR732 Hi-con. Yxl8’formatcamera with24-In. lens. 
and the Daedalus Thematic Mapper Simulator. Prod- 
ucts are color, color infrared, and black and white pho- 
tographic transparencies. negatives, and pr~nls. 

Wading Bird Habrtats and Populations: The breed- 

 ing population of Wood Storks (Mycterra americana) in 
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the U.S. declined lrom an estimated 20.000 in 1930 to 
less than 5.000 just 50 years later With the cant~nued 
destructlonoflhe FlorIda Everglades, Wood Storks have 
been reported breeding on the Georgia Coast since 
1977.The habitatsused by WoodStorksforforaglngare 
sublect to disturbance by island wtors and by the 
dredging actlvitles in the viclnily. 01 particular concern IS 
the possibility that dredging Induced changes in hydrol- 
ogy and/or ewon may reduce the avallablllty of Wood 
Stork foraging habitat. The study’s purpose is to deter- 
mine the relative use of various habitats as foraging 
areas by Wood Storks. and to investigate the factors 
Involved I” Imaging habltai choice. 

Program Review and Oversight 
A technical Review Committee composed of repre- 

sentatlves from the Naval Facilws Engineering Com- 
mand, the NPS, the Slates of Georgia and Florida. and 
university consultants meets twe yearly to review 
project and program progress and dire&n. Recom- 
mendatlons are made to an Interagency Sleerlng 
Committee [from lnter~or and the Navy) which then 
makes final declsons 

In summary.thegoalolthisresearch istodocument 
the potenlial for short- and long-term changes on the 
resources of Cumberland Island and Cumberland 
Sound estuary The monitoring program has been 10 
elfecl for approximately three years for the Navy (2 
years for Interlorj, and Immediate data sels and analy- 
ses can ml be used al this time to summawe or 
identify any trends. 

Colei-Shabica IS an oceanographer al the NPSI 
CPSU. Institute of Ecology, U.‘GA. Athens 30602. 
(404) 542.1438. 

all “iwg.myid~iiL d,Udh IldYc: lv”WYc“cI>c
funds and fundIng for one or mole research pro. 
jects under the Global Change program. The six 
are Colorado Rockies, Glacier NP Area. Olympic 
l----i- 
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A GIS Assessm
By Samuel Pat&won and Richard Dawson 

Coastal landforms are the mteriace belween aquatic 
and tertestr~al ecosystems; as such, they tend lo be 
dynamic in lerms 01 geomorphological change. 
Changes in coastal and barrier island landforms range 
from the impacts of storms and tidal action to human- 
Induced changes brought on by dredging and other 
coastal engineering projects 

For Ihe most part, national parks located on barrier 
Islands or coastal lands have been managed with linle 
definitve knowledge 01 the regions outsIde of park 
boundaries, or of the impacts development 01 adjacent 
areas have had on the ecological integrily of Ihe parks. 
It IS becommg increasingly apparent that national 
parks. whether they are located on bamer Islands or 
coastal lands. are not discrete. isolated landscapes 
unaffected by development of the surroundtng regions. 
Although lhey ollen are percwed a$ undisturbed rel- 
uges, national parks are betng Impacted negatively by 
adjacent pwate development and government spon- 
sored projects. 

Particularly damaging to coastal and barrier Island 
NPS areas have been large-scale dredging and spoil 
disposal, coastal engineering projects (Dean 1988) 
and 011 spills In many cases, accurate and quantifiable 
assessment of these lmpacls to coastal and barrier 
island geomorphology, hydrology, shoreline erosion, 
aauatlc and terrestrial ecowtems has been inade- 
quate or mcomplete. ’ 

Theprox~m~tyofNPS barrlerislandsta majordredge 
and disposal operations. 011 drllliog. and oil transport. 
has necessitated the wolvement of the Service’s 
Southeast Regional Office (SERO) in long-term 
wentory, monitoring, predIction. and evaluation of 
impacts. Examples 01 national seashores impacted by 
such prefects are Cumberland Island (Sf. Marys Inlet/ 
Kings Bay Naval Submarine Base), Cape Hatteras 
(Oregon Inlet), and Gulf Islands NatIonal Seashore 
(Pensacola, Pascaguola, and Gulfport channels). Pre- 
project evaluation of and response to the short- and 
long-term impacts associated with these projects and 
with 011 transport is critical for the continued viability of 
coaslal and bamer island national parks. 

SERO has recognized the need for a comprehen- 
sive system that can lncorpotate both regional and 
park monitoring data, scientific research, hard copy 
maps, dtgltal nlormation, aerial photography, dlgital 
imagery, databases. predictive models, and dewon 
tree responses under one, integrated. turn-key 
approach. The SERO and the University of Virginia 
Department of Enwronmenial Sciences are develop 
mg acoastal barrierlslandremote sensing, monitoring, 
and GIS program to function in concert with exlsfing 
scrantlfic research and resource management 
databases. The program also is fine tuning several 
sedlmeni transport models and developing a decision 
tree response model Ior oil spills to function with the 
GIS 

Global Positioning Systems 
National parks in these coastal areas pose several 

problems for researchersconductlngfleld workand for 
GIS specialists creating an accurate park geographic 
informatlon system. Scale related phenomena 
become very Important on coastal lands and barrier 
islands as evidenced by vegelation communibes. 
wh!ch tend to occur along narrow, linear bands that can 
be as little as 3 to 5 meters wide. To create a GIS with 
multiple themes, development of data bases within the 

following areas are required to prowde robust themes 
ent of Barrier Island Impacts 

Problems facing barrier island managers can be 
seen at Pensacoie Channel (Gulf Islands N.S.). Need 
for rncreased navrgatronaf access, Naval Air Station 
[top centerj; proteclmn of srgnificaot histmcal 
resources, Fort Plchens (nght); and, preservation of 
natural features threatened by increased erosion due 

to channel dredging, Perdido Key (ieftj. 

and analylical models. 
Before the aerial photography could be flown, 

another significant problem had to be addressed. 
Because barrier islands tend 10 be isolated and due to 
theirdynamtcgeomorphology, theypossessfewdentl- 
fiable ground control points. In some areas, georec- 
tiflcatlon of barrier island aerial photography can be 
very diHicult due to the paucity of permanent struc- 
tures, roads, and other identifiable land features. 

Acomprehensive network of mapped and registered 
ground control targets and permanent monuments 
whose accuracy exceeded USGS National Map 
Accuracy Standards was installed. to provide ground 
control points for rectification 01 the aewl photography. 
Precise registration of the ground control points was 
eHected by a Trimble Surveyor global posltionlng sys- 
tem (GPS). When present, permanent structures also 
were registered by the GPS for later use in the georec- 
tification process. 

Remote Sensing 
The SERO remote sensmg missions are being flown 

by NASA from 1990 to 1993 and consist of several high 
performance cameras, three film types (black and 
white, color Infrared, and color), and a Daedalus 10 
band digital Scanner. The cameras employed on these 
misslons [HR.732 and RC-10) and Daedalus digital 
Scanner have a ground resolution of approximately 1 
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meter, 3 meters, and 20 meters, respectively. 
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Unlike smaller remote sensing platforms. the ER-2 
craft tames all 4 Imaging devices simultaneously. 
evariancesoialtitude. sunangle.timeolday, tlmeof 
ar, and different fltght dates thus are eliminated in 
s multi-platform vehicle. Simultaneous platform 
aging removes some very crltlcal problems and 
ses that usually plague development of accurate 

ectral classification ranges in image processing of 
anned aerial photography. Photographic ecological 
asesof each barrierislandparkare being developed 
m the 3-meter resolution aerial photography. 
The NPS areas mcorporated into this remote sens- 
, mapping, and GIS program. Include Assateague, 
pe Lookout, Cape Hatteras. Cumberland Island, 
naveral. Biscayne, Timucuan, Virgin Islands and 
lf Islands. The NASAfllght m~wons will be repeated 
erthe next2years to monitor impactsfromdredging, 
d to as?.ess changes in island vegetation and migra- 
n (accretion and prograding) of the islands. The 
lContinued on page 6) 
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A GIS Assessment of Bar
(Continued from page 5) 
imagery also will be used to create digital GIS change 
detection maps for temporal and spatial analyses. 

Image Processing 
NASA aerial photography of the barrier islands from 

the summer of 1990 is being converted digitally by an 
Optronix scanner at a resolution of .8 meters (2000 
dots per inch). Extensive testing was conducted to 
determine the optImaI spatial resolution lor delineation 
of the narrow barrier island vegetation communities. 
The NASA photography is of such high resolution that 
indiwdual trees from the same community can be dif- 
ferentiated. Scans of such high resolution can create 
problems when performing supervised or unsuper- 
vised image classifications, because one community 
may be broken into several identified classes. A vege- 
tation classification scheme of 20 classes has been 
adopted for the NPS barrier islands. 

The scanned aerial photographs are georectified 
with coordinates derived from the GPS ground control 
targets that were laid out prior to the flights. Permanent 
structures visible on the aerial photographs also were 
registered by the GPS for use in the georectification 
process. The georectified scans will be edge-matched 
and “zipped” together. Following superwed classtfi- 
cation of the vegeiatlon communities, all the individual 
scanswill be joined seamlesslytocreafe ageoreciified 
vegelation data layer of each barrier island. 

Geographic Information Systems 
Remote senslog and mapping analysis of island 

migration and vegetation composibon over time can 
give scientists and resource managers an outlook on 
barrier island previously not possible. The incorpora- 
tionof remote sensing imagery with other digitized GIS 
data layers can provide unique InsIghts Into island 
dynamics and interactions between the hydrology, 
ecology, geomorphofogy, and human impacts. GIS 
data themes can be wewed as a single data layer or as 
part of a composite overlay format. 

The major themes of the GIS are: vegetation 
(derived from image processed aerial photographIc 
scans. National Wetlands Inventory Maps, and NOAA 
seagrass maps); geomorpholagy (from current pho- 
tographs, shoreline erosion, beach profiles, and digital 
given we to modern prescriptions. Currently, the envi
rier Island Impacts 

 

maps), adjacent land use (from Minerals Management 
Service Ecological Characterization studies); and cul- 
tural resources (from ‘#S Cultural Sites Inventory and 
List of Classified :rructures). 

Digital Line Graphs 
Digital line graphs (DLG) at the 1:24,000 scale are 

needed for assessing change in the geomorphology 
and the location of the barrier Islands over time. Most 
DLGs for coastal areas of the Atlantic and Gulf of 
Mexico were mapped in the early 1960s. Storms and 
dredging operations have significantly altered several 
of these islands. Availability of these maps in a digital 
format would provide researchers a 1960s window to 
compare wtth 1990 data being derived today. Change 
detection analysis between the two dates could yield 
useful information about island postion and areal 
extent. Maps not available from USGS in DLG format 
will be scanned by automated techniques retaining the 
topological elements of the data theme(s) of interest. 
which then are inported into the GIS (Fain 1989). 

Inlet Dredging Impact Model 
Historic aerial photography, shoreline erosion, spoil 

disposal sites, and geophysical data are being xl- 
k&d from the Corps of Engineers lor coastal and 
barrier island inlets that have been dredged. Extensive 
information exists on dredging projects conducted 
adjacent to barrier island national parks (Dean 1988). 
The model will account for the physical parameters 
existing at each inlet such as history of dredging at the 
site, sediment transport rate, volume of sediment avail- 
able, and direction of transport. lncorporatlon of these 
parameters into the model will provide estimates 
regarding the effect of sediment removal (dredging) or 
sediment interruption (jetty) on the “downstream” 
island I” terms of area affected. Once this affected 
area has been identified then data from the various 
GIS themes WIII be listed to display the resources that 
would be impacted. 

Oil Spill Decision Model 
The SERO and Ihe Department 01 Environmental 

Sciences at UIVA are developing an oil spill deusion 
support model (Psaraftis and Ziogas 1985) that is 
based on contiigency planning and response (Etktn 
- ual will advocate the beneficial use of native species, 
6 
1990). and impact prediction and damage assessment 
(Psaraftis et al. 1986). Detailed information regarding 
oil types, estimation of flow volume and directIon, time 
of year, climatic variables, sources 01 abatement/ 
cleanup equipment and personnel, and response pro- 
tocol (mechanical devices, dispersants, bloremedia- 
tion, etc.) will be included in the decision support sys- 
tem model. 

The Gulf region model will be assessed in terms of 
reponse capabilities and Ilmitaiions, hierarchy of rapid 
response learns and contacts, environmental sen- 
sitlvity of the shoreline IO oil types transported through 
the Gull, and relevant economic factors. The model WIII 
be validated by current risk assessment data derived 
from actual oil spill data and WIII be tested against low, 
mid, and worst case scenario spills for oil type and 
volume, from least to the most susceptible islands. 

Conclusion 
Remote sensing and GIS technologies. when cou- 

pled with other sets of inlormation and lIeId data, repre- 
sent a powerful tool for quanbficatlon of impacts !o 
coastal and barrier island nattonal parks. The future of 
effective impact forecasting in dynamic areas like bar- 
wr islands resides in the use of predtctive GIS models 
that have been updated with monitoring data and 
tested against historical suites of monitoring data and 
scientific research. 

Pafferson currently is a graduate student io the Envb 
ronmental Sc81ences C&pi., U/VA, Charlottesville, VA 
22903; Dawson is wlh the NPS Southeasf Regional 
Office, 75 Spring St. SW, Atlanta, GA 30303 
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Ecological Restorat
By Destry Jarvis 

The Student Conservation Association (SCA), with 
more than 30 years experience in the field, is research- 
ing and preparing a manual for ecological/disturbed 
site restoration. This manual will be designed for use 
by managers and restoration practitioners of uplands 
and wetlands throughout the country and will incorpo- 
rate restoration research with practical application 
methods. Case studies 01 representative phys- 
iographic sites WIII be Included. The manual, to be 
published !n the spring of 1991, will provide principles, 
methods, and examples for enectively restoring dis- 
turbed sites. 

Restoration increasingly is viewed by researchers 
and managers (though perhaps not by envuonmental- 
ists as a group) as a paradigm for land management. 
As the traditional conservation movement evolves into 
a more broadly based environmental perspective, so 
too has the tradlttonal conservation goal of wise use 
ion Research: Appl
ronmental movement is working predominantly toward 
Ihe goal 01 preservation - the prevention of further 
resource and amenity degradation. Yet within certain 
communities, degradation has occurred to such an 
extent that restoration becomes an important concep- 
tual tool for normative policy and managerial use. 

SC&disturbed site restoration manual WIII survey the 
historical, philosophical. and social structure of the cur- 
rent ecological reslaration movement. It will advocate 
that restoration does not compete, but rather augments, 
the tradltional environmental goal of preservation 

Previous land management paradigms have 
included reclamation, rehabilitation, reforestation, and 
remediation. These often have been practiced without 
the ecological worldww that resiordion adopts. Thus, 
SCRs manual on ecological/disturbed site restoration 
will make use of illustrative ecological principles such 
as ‘asswattons,” “diversify.” and “productivity:’ The 
restoration ecologyworldview espoused in SC+% man- 
ications Manual 
Integrated pest management. and appropriate 
methods for sensltlve ecosystems. 

Recent research regarding the ecological con- 
slrainls of restoration will be surveyed, as will repre- 
sentative techniques and applications by phys- 
lographic regions. Physiognomic characteristics as 
they relate to specific resloration plans WIII be high- 
lighted. 

An advisory committee of restoration ecology sclen- 
tests and restoration practitionerswill oversee the draft- 
ing and content of this manual. Communication from 
interested individuals is encouraged. In addition, case 
studies of hand-tool scale restoration projects are 
soilcited for inclusion. These should be no longerthan 
4 double spaced pages and include detailed methods. 

Submissions cannot be returned and are subject lo 
editing. Address inquiries to Douglas Olds. Manual 
Editor. SCA. 1800 N. Kent St., Suite 913, Arlington, VA 
Jarvis is Executive Vice-Dresident of SCA. 



one can become a functioning, working part of the
Arid Veg Manag
By Jean Matthews 

And vegetation management-three precise words 
that encompass a myriad of imprecise problems - 
recently brought together a congeries of the North- 
west’s premier practitioners m state-of-the-art 
revegetation prmc~ples and techniques. 

A May 14-15 workshop, hosted by the John Day 
Fossil Beds Natlone. Monument (JODA) in eastern 
Oregon, featured expert leadership from the Bureau 01 
Land Management, the Soil Conservation Service, 
Oregon Stale Universrty, the NPXPSU at U/ID, Nez 
Perce NHP, Whitman Mission NHS, NPS Pacific North- 
west RegIonal (PNR) headquarters, and the JODA 
park slaH. Parlicipants spent two days sharing data, 
technlques,theories. and field results, discovering one 
another’s unique capabiktlesfordeveloping and imple- 
menting effective arid lands manaqement. 

SteveGibbons, PNR Natural Resourcespecial~st and 
workshopcoordinator, kicked off the proceedings wrtha 
run-through of NPS mandates and management pol- 
icies - a recurring sublect as field managers descrrbed 
the practitioners’ views on lhese imperatrves 

Prudent flexibilrty m the evolutron of both policy and 
practices emerged as an efficient workrng process. Ii 
policy says that something can’t be done, but practice 
finds that II must be done, then creative management 
that is true to the sprrit of polrcy mandates seems to be 
evolving as the pragmatic path to desired results. Mer- 
ging perspectives -from variously involved agencies 
at federal and state levels, lrom universrties, and lrom 
local “participants” in the managed land scene-have 
brought both wrsdom and workability tothesomeiimes 
agonizing process of restoration. 

Larry Larson and Boone Kauffman, from the OSU 
Department 01 Rangeland Resources, led the work- 
shop discussrons and field trips on weed control and 
fire ecology research, respectively. Sue Burnworth 01 
the SolI Conservation Serwce (SCSI described 
“Native Plants for Parks,” a cooperative program 
between the SCS and NPS that makes available to 
NPS the expertise and plant mate& from 26 SCS 
plant materials centers around the U.S. 

Rocky Beavers, NPS Technrcal Advisor for 
revegetation projects, (at the NPS Denver Service 
Center) will contrrbute an article on plant materials lor 
the fall issue of Park Science. Kauffman and Larson 
have promised lo deal m some detail wrth the art 01 
returning disturbed areas to native plants and the role 
of fire in restoring natural ecosystems. 

Historic Landscape Restored 
Historic landscape restoration is underway at 

Wilson’s Creek National Battlefield. The arm is to 
return the historic core of the park, after 100 years 
of farming. to the mosaic of oak savanna, lame- 
stone glades. and riparian forest that formed the 
landscape in 1861. Park statt wrll concentrate on 
330 acres in the park’s northwest section, which 
contains the most srgnifican! cultural and natural 
resources and is a focal point of witor use. 

Restoration wilt rely on fescue eradication and 
seedingofsavannaspwiesinpastureareas. Osage 
Orange removal in successiofial forests. and torb 
introduction in established warm season grass 
plantings. Because periodic burning played a role in 

maintaining the sawna landscape, prescfibed fire 
will be used extensivdy in the restoration. 
ement: A Multi-Agency Look 

A return to native grasses at Whitman Mrssron NHS was accomplrshed thanks to the ffexrbilrty of NPS manage- 
mentpolicy fhat now allows the use of plant materials “hwtorjcally appropriate for the period or event commemo- 
rated ” Basin wrld rye grass - the original stand - was impossrble to achieve following the prgweed, chealgrass, 
and yellow srarthwtle Invasions that had resulted from years of human drsturbance at the site. But native 
bunchgrasses and fescues, shown here, give much fhe same aspecl lo the site as the onginalstaods of basin wild 
rye. (Walla Walla Union-Bulletin Photo by Jeff Hornerj 
Jordan’s View of
‘A botanist walking through the John CurtIs Prairie 

today couldn’t tell it from the original prairie. That’s 
partly because no botanist today has ever seen an 
origrnal prairie. The orrginal tall grass prairies exist only 
in books, and these books are an important part of the 
DNA for ecological restoration.” 

The speakerwas William Jordan III, editor of Resto- 
ration ManagementNotes, executivesecretary of the 
recently formed Society for Ecologrcal Restoration, 
and keynote speaker at the Feb. 22,199l opening day 
of Cascadla Conference for designing, maintaining, 
and restoring natural landscapes. The conferees, 
gathered in Portland, OR, were listening to Jordan 
describe the restoratlon 01 a f&acre prairie plot at the 
Universrty of WisconsrnlMadrson Arboretum. 

“In tiny plots, here and there, we found-still clinging 
to existence-scraps of ‘the living dead’,” Jordan said. 
“The cryptic pranie, in the form of glacial relics, IS still 
struggling along in the shade of oaks. These scraps 
can be brought back by cutting the trees and burnrng 
the pranie. The pieces of the puzzle still exist and we 
can coax them back into sturdiness and put them 
together. By doing so, we can build our soils, preserve 
the plants, and brrng back some of the original regional 
flavor” Jordan said. 

No; only can restoration by the use of native plants 
save on labor, luel, and exercise, Jordan noted, but 
such restoration is the basis for creating a healthy 
human relationship wth nature. Aldo Leopold called 
restoration amutually beneficial relationship. Thoreau, 
in Walden, exhorted mankind to “reenter Nature.’ 

Jordan described three types of relationships with 
nature: personal, historical, and celebratory. By par- 
ticipating in ecologrcal landscape restoration, he said, 
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landscape, “inhabiting it in an ecological way.” 
The process of restoration traces, in a way, our
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man history, Jordan said. It begins with hunting and 
thering the relict species, evoking the primitive 
unter/gatherer” psychology. It progresses to the 
ricultural/gardener stage, and finally it reaches the 
ientific level, where it explores the deep human cul- 
al past in its ritual entirety. “It tells us,” Jordan said, 
at restoration is a performing art, and that in the 
rformance, we drscover our reciprocal relationship 
th nature. When it IS complete, we will have learned 
DO it, and to CARE about doing it:’ 

Tallgrass Prairie Site Studies 
The NPS has completed a special resource 

tudyoi theZ.Bar Ranch-a 4,409hacaWe ranch 
near Strong City, KS, which wntaifls extensive 
racts of tafrgrass prairie and several buildings 
isted on the National Register of Historic Places. 
he study. in response lo a request from the 

Kansas delegation to the U.S. House of Represen 
tahvw, was conducted in two phases: a study of 
signrticance and a study of alternatives. 

Thesignificancastudy loundthatthe naturaland 
cultural resources of the ranch qualifted it for both 
National Historic Landmark and National Naturat 
Landmarkstatus and thereforemade it suitable as 
a potential addition to the National Park System. 

The study of afternatrves identified five, under 
hich the NPS believes the ranch could be man- 

aged: (1) no action. continued private ownership; 
(2) Flint HrllsiZ-Bar Ranch National Historic Site; 
(3) Flint Hills Prairie National Monument; (4) Pro- 
tection al the Z.Bar Ranch by State of Local Gov- 
ernment Agency, and (5) Private Conservation 
Organizatiwi Reserve. The NPS takes no posrtion 
 
on which alternative shwld be pursued. 



Mountain
The H

By John W. Laundre 

Inthe1940sand’50s, personnellromwhatwasihen 
the Montana Fish and Game Department introduced 
mountain goats (Oreamnos amencanus) into several 
areas north of Yellowslone NP, primarily to increase 
recreational opportunities for hunters. Linle did the 
Montana personnel of that day dream that their actions 
would result in a major dilemma for the National Park 
Service. 

Mountain goats are part of the native fauna of sev- 
eral mountain ranges in Montana, Idaho. and Wash- 
cngton, but by all awlable information they did not 
occur historically in the Greater Yellowstone ECO- 
system. Because of the transplants made by Montana 
personnel, there are now goats in the Yellowstone Eco- 
system and descendents of these transplants now are 
on the verge of colonizing the park. 

Goats moving into the park present a major conflict 
with NPS mandates that stipulate the preservation of 
native fauna1 and flora complexes. Introduction of 
“exotic” species into an area usually occurs al the 
expense of native species: consqwntly, exotic intro. 
ductions are vwed as a threat Because 01 lhis nega- 
tive Impact. NPS policy stipulates exotic species must 
not be allowed “to displace native species if this dls- 
placement can be prevented by management.” (Anon. 
1938). 

So the decision would seem to be straightforward: 
Goals are exotics, as such. they should not be allowed 
to become establIshed in the park However, it turns 
out not 10 be as simple as ii seems. Two Iactors compli- 
cate the issue Goats ARE historically native to areas 
as llttle as 60 km to Ihe wesl of the Yellowslone Eco- 
system-areas ecologically slmllat to the Ecosystem. 
It remains a mystery why the relatively high mountain 
passes would have acted as a barrier to “natural” 
movement of goats to the east. 

Regardless, mountain goats cannol be considered 
ecological exotics to Ihe fauna1 and floral complexes 
found in the Yellowstone area. Animals and plant spe- 
cies similar to lhose found 1x1 the Ecosystem have 
evolved with goats in close proximity. One might argue 
that the specific wmal and plant populations I” the 
Yellowstone Ecosystem didn’t evolve with goats and so 
may not have dsveloped the defenses found I” popula- 
tions sympatrlc with goats. 

However, this brings us 10 the second polnl of the 
dilemma. Goats may not be historic natives to Yellow- 
stone. however, based on fossils from the Palisades. 
Idaho area. they were Pleistocene residents of the 
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem approximately 
30.000~70.000 years B.P NO more recent evidence of 
goats has been found in the area, but as little as 10,000 
B P, goats extended south to Mexico and east to cen- 
lral Wyoming (Mead 1983) with Ihe proposed dispersal 
route being through the Yellawstonearea (Mead 19831. 
The more southern prehistoric populal~ons are dwg- 
nated as a separate species. Oreamnos harnngfonr. 
Harrington’s mountaIr goat. However. the specimens 
from central Wyoming are classified as the same spe- 
cies that IS currently native to areas a lew kilometers 
from the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. 

All this clouds the issue of whether goats truly are 
nal~ve lo the Yellowstone Ecosystem However, the 
ques!lon still ~ema~ns’what vi11 be the Impact of moun- 
tain goats on the current fauna and flora of Yellowstone 
 Goats in Yellow
orns of a Dilem
NP If and when goals become establIshed, or re- 
established.Todelerminetheirimpact, I perusedexlst- 
ing data to use in developing an enwonmental assess. 
ment of goats of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. 
There were two major emphases. First, I tried to deter- 
mine the potential number of goats we can expect to 
inhabit the park. This IS a crltical point because ii could 
determine the impact goals would have on park vege- 
tation. Workers in Olympic NP found It wasn’t so much 
that goats were selectively sating rare plants but that 
the sheer numbers of animals increased lheu impact 

on all plants, lncludlng the rare and endemic ones. 
They also found the wallowing behavior of goats, exac- 
erbated by their numbers, caused extensive plant 
destructton and soil erosion All these Impacts would 
have been less severe if goat numbers had not 
become so high - 14 goals/km2 (Stevens 1983). 

Goat denslttes vary from area lo area. The lowest 
density of goals I found reported !n the literature was 
0.2/kmZ I” Brllish Columbia (Herbert and Turnbull 
1977) and the highest was 15.4!km2 r Glacier NP 
(Smger and Doherty 1985) Swenson (1985) found a 
density 01 approximately 0.4 goals per km2 in the 
stone: 
ma? 
the lowest estimate reported. so I used this densrty to 
estimate a low population level 

Based on the range of densities reported for areas 
similar to Yellowstone. I came up with a high estimate 
of 1 g/km2 The next step was to determine, a priori, 
how much goat habitat mtght exist in the park As an 
estimate. I used the amount of current blghorn sheep 
habitat. 250 km2 Based on these figures, I esllmated a 
low population of 95 and a high of 475 goats. 

At the low density of goats. no malor impact on park 
vegetation is expected It is uncertain what impacl the 
goats might have at the higher density. To determine 
the impact of higher densities of goals. I v&d Glacier 
NP In the area near Logan Pass. where goats are al a 
density of approximately 2.8 goalsfkm2 (Chadwick 
1974). no measurements were taken. but no obvious 
signs 01 overgrazing 01 erosion from wallowing were 
evident. So. at the projected high density of goals far 
Yellowstone. no major impacl of goats on the vegeta- 
tion is expected. This IS in contrast lo what has hap- 
pened at Olympic NP Perhaps the higher density of 
goats al Olympic their greater wallowing because of 
the warmer climate. and the intens~f~cat!on 01 these 
factors by high amounts of rainfall. all contributed to the 
goats’ negative impacts there. 

The second emphasis 01 my work was to determIne 
the potentlal Impact of goats, regardless of their num- 
bers, on their nearest ecological relative. blghorn 
sheep (0~1s caoadensrs) Bighorns traditionally have 
been considered the symbols 01 Yellowstone wlider- 
ness Unlike other ungulales such as elk. deer, or 
bison. sheep II@ in the high eleval~ons and rarely are 
seen bythecasualvisltor Toseeasheepmeanselther 
lhal you had the fortitude lo hike 10 their haunts or that 
you are extremely lucky. To lose this charismatic spe- 
cies would diminish the park’s wilderness value. 

To determIne the potential impact of mountain goats 
on sheep. I esl~mated how much their food and habitat 
requirements overlapped by using exlsling data to cal- 
culate resource overlap indices (Lawlor 1970) Based 
on data from unrelated studiesforgeneral foodcatego- 
ries (grass. forbs, and shrubs), goats and sheep diets 
would seem to overlap exlenwely (Fig. la\. Even sep 
aration of diets into more specific categories would 
lead to Ihe same conclusion (Fig. ia\. 

However comparison of diets from independent 
(Continued on page 9) 
mountains just north of Yellowstone NP This is near 

Woodland Caribou Studied 
Wildlife Biologist Jean Cochrane has been westi. 

gating for the last year and a half the feasibility of 
restoring cartbou to their historic home on Isle Roy& 
^, I^ /, 
Peregrine Falcon Releases End 
1991 WIII mark the fifth and last year for peregrine 

falcon releases on Isle Royale. Thsty-eight young fal- 
con~havebeenhackedfmmtwos~tesintheparksince 
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studies present problems r&live to food availability 
and piesence or absence of competitors. The best way 
to determine the amount of actual overlap between 
goats and sheep is to compare diets of sympatric 
populations. Three westtgators have done this. Dailey 
et al. (1984) compared general diets (grass, forbs, and 
shrubs) of sympalrlc goats and sheep in Colorado. 
Based on their data, the resource overlap index for 
summerdietswas slmllar to unrelated studies (Fig. la) 
However. during the winter. resource overlap reduced 
substantially (Fig la]. Pall~ster (1974) and Stewart 
(1975) compared specrfic plant species used by goals 
and sheep in the Beartooth mountains just north of 
Yellowstone Based on thetr data. the resource overlap 
Indices we only half of what separate unrelated stud- 
ies indicated (Fig. la) 

Relal~ve 10 habitat requirements. the only reliable 
compansons that can be made are from studies of 
sympatrlc populations Again data horn Pallister 
11974) and Stewart 11975) indicated substantial habitat 
separation (Rg. lb). It IS important to note that the 
studies by Dailey et al. j1984), Pallister (1974). and 
Stewart (19751. were of “exotic” goats that had been 
transplanted into natlve sheep range. Thus goats and 
sheep are seemingly able to coexist. even when goats 
are “non’native’l introductions, and goats will likely not 
exclude sheep from Yellowstone NP Whether goats 
will significantly reduce sheep numbers IS unknown at 
lhls time and will depend on which populalion level 
xenarro proves accurate. 

So. in conclusion. whelher goats are to be consid- 
ered exotics or prehistoric natives is a dewion to be 
made by NPS personnel, luckily’ If left uncontrolled, 
goats wrll continue to colorwe Yellowstone NP and wll 
reach a population of between 100 and 500 animals. 
The potential impact of mountain goats on Yellowsione 
flora is esttmated to be not as severe as it was in 
Olympic NP The presence of goats in the parkalso is 
not expected to aflect adversely the continued survival 
of bighorn sheep. Some changes, however, likely will 
ocw as Yellowstone adjusts to the return of one of its 
prehistoric residents 

Laundrti is an Adlunct Professor in the Department 
of Blologrcal Sciences al Idaho Slate University, 
Pocatello. 
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Cape Cod’s Atlantic Whit
Managing a Unique, Natural (

By Glenn Motzkin and William A. Patterson III 

Cape Cod National Seashore (CCNS) contains the only NPS administered Atlantic whitecedar (AWC; 
Chamaecyparis fhyoides) wetlands (NPS internal documents). Although AWC occurs in four locations 
at CCNS, the 5.hectare Marconi Atlantic White Cedar Swamp (MAWCS) IS the largest and most 
significant site, containing one of the few examples of a” old-growth AWC stand ifl the northeastern 
United States. Management of the MAWCS poses unique challenges because the Swamp lies in a 
rapidly developing landscape that is substantially altered from Its presettlement condition. 
Atla”t~cwhitecedarisanearlysuccess~o”alspecies 
that reqwes some form of disturbance lo become 
established. I” the absence of disturbance, it is 
thought to be replaced by more tolerant hardwood 
spews (Buell and Car”, 1943, Lrttle, 1950) The 
MAWCS IS currently protected from lire and timber 
cutting and therefore IS potentrally threatened by lhese 
succes~~~“al trends. We rnvestigated both modern 
and prehistorrcvegeiatio” and disturbance patterns at 
MAWCS to determine the processes that have con- 
trolled vegetation development over the past thousand 
years. In this paper we present the results of this inves- 
ttgation and discuss management alternatives I” the 
context 01 NPS objectives and cultural constraints. 

Cedar first arrived at the Marconi site approximately 
3000 years ago and has persxted in varying abun- 
dance since (Belling, 1977). Frne-resolution pollen and 
charcoal analyses of peat representing the last 1000 
years 01 the Swamp’s hrstory indicate that Lres. many 
Figure 1. Pollen and Charcoal proiiles for the Marcon
of which probably were set by Indians (Patterson and 
Sassama”, 1988). were frequent I” and around the 
Marconi site I” the centuries prior to European seltle- 
me”t(Flgure1) Mostfiresprobably~gnlted~nthe highly 
flammable oak-pitch prne forests on the upland and 
burned as intense surlace or crown fores until they 
entered the Swamp. Cedar pollen percentages during 
thus period appear closely linked to fire occurrence. 
suggesting that tires burned through Ihe Swamp 
destroyrng exrst~ngcedarstands and regenerating new 
ones. 

Past Fire Frequency Higher 
Periods of dense shrub herb, and moss cover. as 

evidenced by hrgh pollen percentages for these taxa, 
suggestihalopencedarsta”dsunliketheo”ee”cou”- 
tered today regenerated alter presettlement fires 
When Increasing cedar pollen percentages indicated 
closing canopres. fires burned through the Swamp and 
rn~bated a new cycle 01 cedar regeneration. At no time 
i Allantic Whrte Cedar Swamp8 Cape Cod National Seash
10 
e Cedar: 
?) Community 

I” the several hundred years prior to European sehle- 
ment did cedar pollen percentages reach the sus- 
tained levels (80.9@“,) that are evident since seltle- 
menl. 

S~gnil(cantly, the hrgh post.seltiement percentages 
of cedar pollen are accompanied by low charcoal 
values. suggesting that few if any fires have burned I” 
the Swamp srnce the time the surroundrng uplands 
were senled (about 1650 A.D.) Hrgher fire lrequency 
prror to European settlement apparently prevented the 
development of mature, dense cedar stands at 
MAWCS. whereas a lack 01 fire since senlement has 
allowed the current mature stand to develop. 

Plots that we sampled wrthrn the MAWCS currently 
are dominated by cedar, with ratios 01 cedar to red 
maple basal area typically exceedrng 4 to 1. Age 
structure analyses 01 the modern vegetatron lndlcate 
that AWC and red maple both occur I” distrnct age 
cohorts, with establishment of both spews limIted to 
episodes 01 recrurtment associated with timber har- 
vestrng (Molzkin, 1990) 

Mosl of the Swamp IS dom~naled by a 100. lo 1% 
year-old cedar stand. with red maple stems scattered 
throughout. I” portions of thus stand. lkttle or no estab- 
lishmentoftreeslems hasoccurred in theiasi80 to90 

years. Elsewhere. light selective cutttng 10 to 50 years 
ore. 



How Does On
An Early Success

prior to establishment of CCNS (in 1962) allowed cedar 
and, especially red maple. to regenerate. A few small. 
dense stands 01 young and ntermediate aged cedar 
regenerated after more ntensive cuts. In none of our 
plots did cedar or red maple continuously establish to 
form all-aged populations 

Disturbance-dependent Recruitment 
Results of our lnvest~gatton of both current and past 

vegetation Indicate that disturbance factors have 
strongly influenced vegetation patterns at MAWCS. 
Establishment of cedar and maple occurs during dis- 
tlnct episodes of recruitment associated with distur- 
bance events In the past 80 years. limber cutting has 
been the primary factor influencing regeneration, with 
light thinnlngs favorlng red maple and more lntensw 
culting favoring cedar. Prior to 1650 A.C.. fires 
destroyed exlsllng cedar stands but allowed for subse- 
quent cedar regeneration Fire lrequency prior to set- 
tlement apparently was high enough to prevent devel- 
opment of dense stands of mature cedar like the one 
that currently occupies the site 

In the absence of disturbance II IS unlikely that sIgnif- 
icant amounls 01 cedar or maple will regenerale 
beneath the existing mature stand. As this stand ages 
and canopy gaps are created by death of ndlvldual 
trees, portions of the stand lacking young maple or 
cedar but with abundant shrubs probably will experw 
ence lncrea%?s r shrub cover Subsequent regenera- 
tlon 01 either cedar or maple at lhese shrub-dominated 
sites probably will depend on gap s!ze and local site 
conditions. 

Becausel~ghtth~nn~ngs~nthepastlavoredestablish- 
ment of maple over cedar throughout much of the 
Swamp. maples may Increase gradually in importance 
relative to cedai as the existing stand breaks up 
Cedars are lhkely to oull~ve red maples. however 
(Fowells, 1965). so cedar may agaIn wease I” ~mpor- 
tance as the young stems of both species age and 
maples die al a younger age 

A Future of Dense Shrubs 
Such a scenario eventually would lead to a Swamp 

dominated byscatleredoldcedaraboveadensestand 
of shrubs. Although cedar dominance may be greatly 
reduced I” the Swamp as a whole, the presence of 
several small, 30. lo 70.year-old stands suggest tt is 
unlikely that cedar will be completely extirpated from 
the Marconi site wIthin the nexl few centuries 

NPS management policies INPS, 1988, p 4:Z) note 
Ihe importance of change as “an integral part of the 
functioning of natural systems,” stressing also that 
“ecological processes altered r the past by human 
actlwties may need to be abetted to maintain the clos- 
est approximation of the natural ecosystem where a 
truly natural system IS no longer attainable:’ Current 
Seashore policies of wildfire supprewon and presw 
vation 01 existing plant communilies rule out llre and 
t~mbercunlng as factors l;kely to mfluence future vege- 
tation development in MAWCS. Because outer Cape 
Cod is now densely populated and highly developed, 
recreation of the pre-senlement dlsturbance regime 01 
frequent, catastrophic fires would be impractical. The 
NPS might, however, adopt one of several manage- 
ment pracllces for this site. recogninng that none of 
them will duplicate pre-settlement conditions 

If current protectlon IS continued, there probably \vill 
be a reduction in Ihe importance of AWC relative to red 
e Maintain 
ional Species? 
maple and shrubs I” the next century. The dense, old- 
growth character 01 the present mature stand WIII dls- 
appear IINPSchoosestoma~nta~nacedar-dominated 
sland at MAWCS. human nterventlon probably WIII be 
required As the existing stand breaks up, small clear- 
cuts could be eslabltshed to regenerate dense, young 
slands of cedar (Roman et al, in press). 

Management Options 
In evaluating management options, the cultural and 

ecological value of malntaimng a cedar-dominated 
stand should be consIdered. The Marcon Atlantic 
White Cedar Swamp IS valued as one of the best 
remalmng examples of the Coastal AWC vegetation 
iype on Cape Cod With good public access provided 
by a raised boardwalk, the Swamp IS wted annually 
by many who appreciate its aesthelic qualws. includ- 
ing Ihe dense. old-growth aspect of the cedar- 
dominated vegetation. Our results suggest that this 
stand IS. in fact, unlike that which existed prior to settle- 
ment and that, in the absence of disturbance, its long 
term maintenance 1s in doubt. This site thus presents 
the interesting paradox of a highly valued resource that 
is I” one sense ‘unnatural” while at the same time 
difficult to malntaln in its present condltlon. 

We havedemonstratedthalcedarisnol~mmediately 
threatened by a management strategy that favors pro- 
tection over active management In fact, cedar trees 
probablyw~llsurweforaverylongt~meat Marconi. but 
in a community !hat is different in structure. species 
abundances. and ecosystem processes than the one 
exlsling at the sita prior to European settlement. 

A similar conclusion may apply to many natural 
areas prewved for the unique spews or commu- 
nities they contain. Management of these areas musl 
take into consideration nol only current vegelation 
dynamics. but those 01 prior communities occupycng 
the site as well. However. complex ecological pro- 
cesses and modern constraints to management may 
lkmitourab~l~tyloach~evetheobject~veof malntatning a 
“close approximation of natural ecosystem pro- 
cesses” 

Patterson is a professor and Motzkrn 1s a Depart- 
mental Assstani wrth lhe U/MA Deparlment of For- 
estry and Wdiile Management. 
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To the Editor. 
This 1s wth reference to ‘A Commentary on Vsitor 

Statist(cs“ (Park Science, Spring 1991. p 171. 
I did not expec: to read an ode to Killing under the 

above title Surely Mr. Lovaas, as a Regional Chlel 
Scientlsl. IS far from needing the llesh 01 prist!ne wild- 
lkfe to feed h~msell. no matter how tender the flesh of 
the creatures he kills 

Did It ever enter his mind that reveling in “being 
allve ” flexing his muscles. etc., might have been 
equally enjoyed by the “fine bull moose” he killed? Not 
only does he verbally exult over what he destroys, he 
vicariously exults over what he might have killed - ‘“a 
gorgeous, rolicking grizzly bear.” 

Such sentiments are philosoohically out of context 
for the National Park Sewe. Such self-congratulatory 
prose and pollc~es cause the public to question whose 
hands the fate of our wildlIfe IS in, as they are 
increasingly doing with the so-called NatIonal WIldlIfe 
Refuge System. 

SIncerely, 
Mary Kelly Black 
Park Service Employee 

Al Lows Replies 
Hunting IS not philosophically out 01 context for the 

National Park Serwe, at least not on millions of acres 
where it IS legally mandated Ms. Black aims her antt- 
huntlno sentiments at the wono taroet: I don’t make 
the r&s. 

” I 

Ms. Black obviously cares deeply for wildlife and I 
am dIsturbed she apparently believes I do not I was 
trying to convey my respect: admiration, and love for 
wIldlife and Its habitat, to which I have devoted a long 
career. and I regret I was unable to express those 
leelmgs adequately. 

Taking wlldllfe for food only deepens my respect. 
During every meal of moose flesh my thoughts return 
to the wild spirit 01 the animal I killed and of the wilder- 
ness which nurtured ii. The previous year I contem- 
plated similarly the deer I had kllled in the old growth 
forests of the Tongass near Sitka To tell lhe truth. 
however, I was never really sure lust which of the SIX 
was represented on the platter at any particular meal. 
(The season bag limit was reduced to five r 1990 and 
four 10 1991 because the population decreased after 
two tough wlnters and overbrowsed range). 

As for the NatIonal Wildlife Refuge System, It was 
ntiated I” 1903 bv President Theodore Roosevelt, a 
mighty hunter. 

A workshop entitled “Partners for Research and 
Resource ManaBment was presented lo the NPS 
Resource Management Trainees class in Denver on 
March 11 by Dr Sarah G. Bishop, Preslden: of Pak- 
nei$ in Parks. 

Dr. Bishop and the NPS Training Divisgon ace pe- 
paring a training package on the subject of building 
partnerships It WIII consist of a reference manual and 
guidelines Iof presenting the information in a work- 
shoportiain~ngcouise. Classevaluati~iol!hewuae 
will be incorporated into the final version of the refer. 
ence manual which will be completed by June 1991 

The work of Dr. Bishop’s organizalion is to find 
opportunities lor individuals and orgawallons to 
assist National Park research and management pro- 
arams throuah onodno oaknorshios. 
I 



standing and managing the complex dune system 
Western Region 
Christine Schanewald-Cox, research scientist with 

the NPXPSU al U Cal’Daw has the following at& 
cles r press. “Cross-boundary Management Between 
National Parks and Surrounding Lands: A Review and 
D~scuss~on,” (with Marybeth Buechner and Raymond 
Sauvafol of the U/Cal/Davis Institute of Ecology and 
Bruce Wilcox of the Institute lor Sustainable Develop- 
ment. 3000 Sandh~ll Rd., Bldg 1, Suite 102, Menlo 
Park, CA 94025) in Environmental Management; 
“Scale. Variable Density, and Conservation Planning 
lor Mammalian Carnivores,’ (with Rahman Azari of Ihe 
U/Cal/Davis Division of Statistics and Stephanie 
Blume of the NPSiCPSU at U/Cal/Davis) I” Conserva- 
lionBiology: and”Park Protectionand Public Roads,” 
with Buechner in Conservafion Biology: The Theory 
and Practice of Nalure Conservation, Preservation 
and Managemenl 1991. Chapman Hall. NY, NY: edi- 
tors Peggy Fiedler and S.K Jan. 

Recent publications already in print. and her co- 
authors, Include “The role of Interagency cooperation 
in managIng for viable populations,” with Hal Sal- 
wasser of the USDA Forest Service, and Richard 
Baker01 the U/Cal/Davis Dept. 01 Environmental Slud- 
ies, in Viable Populations for Conservation, 1989. 
Cambr!dgeUniv. Press, edited by Michael Soul& “BIO- 
loglcal D~vewty and Global Change H&tat Frag- 
mentation and Extinction,“wthThomas J. Stohlgren of 
the NPSICPSU at U/Cal/Davis, I” Proceedingsoffhe 
Second US-USSR Symposium on Air Pollution 
Effects on Vegetation Including Forest Eco- 
systems. USDA Forest Service. Northeastern Forest 
Experiment Station, Broomall, PA, 1990: “Wtlderness 
and the Protection 01 GenetIc Diversity.” with Thomas 
Stohlgren of the NPSlCPSU al UlCallDav~s. m Wilder- 
nessEJenchmarkl988: Proceedingsof fheNa!ional 
Wilderness Colloquium; USDA Forest Serwe 
Southeastern Forest Experiment Stall-on Gen Tech 
Report, SE-51. Asheville. NC, 1989; and “Boundarw 
in the Protectjon of Nature Reserves.” in BioScience, 
Vol. 38 No. 7. pp 480.486. 

I t . 

From Mark Sogge. Biological TechnIcian at the 
recently establlshed CPSU at Northern Awona Uni- 
versity in Flagstaff come the folIowIng two items: 

A pair of endangered Peregrine falcons nested last 
summer along the border of Walnut Canyon National 
Monument Tom Ferrell, District Ranger, suspected 
nesting activity on a cliff near the monumenrs border 
with Cocon~no NF Marksoggeverified the presenceof 
two adult and two immature Peregrines at the clift site 
in August. B~ologtsts with the AZ Dept. of Game and 
Fish later rappelled from the cliff to the nest site and 
found Peregrine eggshell fragments and prey remains 
(scrub jays and nighthawks). This cliff is the smallest III 
the state to support nesting Peregrines, and reflects 
the positive status of Peregrine populations in Arizona 

. i . 

Charles var, Riper Ill and Mark Sogge of the CPSU 
al Northern Arizona State U, Flagstaff (CPSUINAU), 
have conducted a series of meetings with the AZ Dept. 
of Game and Fish (ADGF) to initiate a cooper&a 
study 01 Pronghorn on slate and NPS land in north- 
eastern Awona. Petrified Forest NP and Wupaiki 
National Monument have been selected as study 
areas ADGF has studied Pronghorn population biol. 
oyy~nthepast, butresearchonNPSlandscancontrib- 
ute information not available elsewhere, such as the 
effects (at Petrifled Forest) that paved roadways with- 
out associated cattle fencmg have on Pronghorn 
movements At Wupalki. researcherscanstudy Prong- 
horn reproduction and mortality in grassland areas 
that are not grazed by canle. 

. I I 
Elena Fraire, a BIological Technicjan at CPSUNAU 

spent nine weeks in 12 01 the 20 NPs and Monuments 
I” Anzona. She gathered nformallon on the nalural 
resource databases in Casa Grande Ruins NM. Core. 
nado N Mem.. Fort Bow NHS. Grand Canyon NP 
Montezuma Castle NM. Organ Pipe Cactus NM, Petn- 
tied Forest NP, Saguaro NM, Tonto NM, Tuzlgoot NM, 
and Walnut Canyon NM-all as part of Phase lo1 the 
Western Region Inventory and Monitoring Project 
headed by Tom Stohlgren. ecologist with the CPSU at 
U/CA/Davis. 

She met with Superintendents and worked with 
Resource Management staff at each NPS unit. As 
anticipated, many 01 the parks lack baseline data lor 
mammals, plants. rep&s and amphibians In smaller 
parks. only checklists are available, many of which 
have not been updated since the early 1970s. 

The CPSUlNAU will respond lo theCPSU,UC/Davis 
findings by focusing baseline projects in the Colorado 
Plateau parks. The CPSUlNAU ~111 enter data for a 
computewed bird list for the Grand Canyon NP based 
on the data structure set-up by the CPSU at UC!Daws. 
The CPSUlNAU will produce a computerized plant IISI 
for Montezuma Castle NM and Tuzigoot NM based on 
past studies. Ultimately, all thesedatabases WIII betled 
to a GIS that WIII be housed at the CPSU!NAU 

The CPSUlNAU is hosting the F~rsl Bienmal Confer- 
ence on Research in Colorado Plateau National Parks 
July 22-25 on the NAU campus in Flagstaff TOPICS WIII 
cover but are not l~mlied to air and water resources. 
grazing impacts, endangered species, Introduced or 
alien species biology and control. inventory and 
monitoring, single spews ecology, GIS human 
Impacts, climate and climate change, archeology, and 
ripwan resources. Portions of Ihe proceedings may be 
published 

1 . / 

Julie Pickering is the edItor of a new quarterly news- 
letter for research and r&source management of Colo- 
rado Plateau NatIonal Parks, titled Colorado Plateau 
The second issue (Spring 1991) features bald eagle 
research downstream on the Colorado war from Glen 
Canyon Dam and the effects 01 rainbow trout introduc- 
lion on eagle populalions. The increased numbers of 
bald eagles wan in winter months smce the large 
winter spawng runs of trout became a factor rafses a 
question of the importance of the non-native trout as a 
food source for the endangered bald eagle. It also 
highlights the management dilemmas that arise when 
establtshed management goals seemingly conflict 
in this case, the welfare of an endangered spews 
appears lo be dependent on continuation of an altered 
ecosystem. 

Pacific Northwest 
The U.S. Forest Service formally urn&d on Feb 

25, 1991, the results of a two-year mappng project, 
showing that 4.3 million acres of old-growth trees 
remain on national forests west of the Oregon and 
Washington Cascade crests and in northern Callfor- 
nia. The Wilderness Society simultaneously released 
12 
its own maps showing 3.8 millIon acres of “anwent 
forest” remaining on a similar but not idenllcal land 
base 

Jean Durning, Seattle dwctor for The Wilderness 
Society. called the ablllty to look al var!ous old-growth 
types across the landscape the most useful outcome 
of the mapping program ~The big story comes.’ she 
said. “when you look at the maps themselves and look 
al what’son theground. I thioklhereareveryimporiant 
reasons to differentiate the vegetation types. Mountain 
hemlock is not Interchangeable with awent forest or 
spotted w’l h&tat” 

The two studies used computer analysis of salell~te 
imagery but employed different definitions of old 
growth and slightly different land bases I” awng at 
their numbers. The project identified 607.000 acres of 
old-growth forest in the Mount Rainier, Olympic. and 
Crater Lake NPs. 

Rocky Mountain Region 
A small population of the rare orchid Spkanthes 

diluWa/is IS the object 01 current research underway at 
Dinosaur NatIonal Monument in Colorado. NPS Water 
Resources D~won hydrologw 5111 Jackson and Joel 
Wagner, who participated in a mult~disc~plinaty assess- 
ment of the Hog Canyon r~paiian syslem in the Monu- 
ment, found thal the alluvial fan at the mouth of Hog 
Canyon has been subjected to a variety of impacts 
Including overgrazing and stream channel excavationl 
relocation. The rare orchld persists along a perennial, 
spring-fed stream, and research IS attempting to deter- 
mine how best to enhance its habitat. 

Steve Petersburg, the Monumenl’s natural resowe 
management spec~al~sl. IS conducting an evaluation of 
current hydrologic. geomorphic, and vegetation condo- 
Lyons. preparatory to developing ways of restoring pre- 
settlement hydrologlc,geomoiphlcprocessesandveg- 
et&on communlt~es. The work IS bung done along 
with an overall botanical survey, in cooperation with the 
USFS and the US. So11 Conservation Service. 

I . t 

A new program. establIshed in the Region in 1990 to 
provide funding Ior natural resource mlttgation. preser- 
vation and restoration projects. was made possible 
through increases in the regional base Over 30 parks 
competed for FY 91 support, resulting I” 17 new pro- 
jects. They ranged from restoration of natural airflows 
at Wind Cave NP to the design and co”struct,o” 01 
watergates to prevent escapes of bison and elk at 
Theodore Roosevelt NP The program IS helping Imple- 
ment prolects that oflen are too small or non- 
conlroverslal to be lunded through other regional 01 
serwcewide programs, espewlly at parks with limIted 
base fundng. 

. I I 

Impending development outside the Great Sand 
Dunes National Monument has created an urgent 
need for better understanding of the Dunes. Several 
research projects are underway to determine the 
Impacts on park resources from oulslde development: 
Dunes coring, (by Adams State College): dating of the 
quartz sand in the dunes, (by the USGS): location 01 
faults and mappng of surface and subsurface geologic 
structure. (by the Colorado School 01 Mines Geo- 
physics Field School), loss of Medano Creek surface 
flow study, (by Utah Stale Uwersity); dunes vegeta- 
tlon, (by the USFS Shrub Sciences Lab in Provo, 
Utah): dunes insects, (by the Urwewty of Colorado); 
and sand migration. Once collected, Ihe information 
will be put in GIS format lo provide a tool for under- 



Yellowslane NP had begun a test of 25 b,son for the 
Brucella organism. lo determine the polent~al for infec- 
tlvlty Blood and tissue samples from bison I” the Mary 
Mountain herd we to be tested for Ihe relationship 
between brucellosis serological pasiiivity and actual 
infectivity in the Yellowstone sample tested. The pro- 
ject began April 8, 1991, when three bison were dis- 
patched before a temporary reslralning order was 
issue to halt the research due 10 litigation liled in 
Federal court by Ihe Fund for Animals. This delay 
caused the NPS to misstheoplimal periodiorconduct- 
NW the research and the orooosal was therelore with- 
d&n. 

The park needs this scientific data for preparation of 
a lowterm bison manaqement plan. Yellowstone and 
the &glonal Office are&wing options to continue 
this research at a later data, taking into account alter- 
natlves for data collection. biological Iactors, public 
concern. wtor salety, logistics, protection of park 
rasourcas, and powble legal challenges. 

Midwest Region 
Students in a UWI graduate seminar on Ecology in 

National Parks conducled research on such topics as 
dynamics of toxic chemicals in food webs of boreal 
parks, reintroduction 01 wolves I” Yellowstone, and 
exotic vertebrate invasions in South Florida parks. The 
spring semester course began with ptesentalions by 
Walter Loope [Plctured Rocks National Lakeshore], 
Ron Hlebert (Chiel Scientist for the NPS Midwest 
Region), and James Bennett (Great Lakes Coopera- 
tlve Park Studies Uwt). 

t I t 

Researchers and Resource Management Branch 
personnel 01 IndIana Dunes National Lakeshore are 
using the parka GIS to determine Ihe lrequency of 
wildlires occurring in a given area of the lakeshore and 
to document areas subject to a large number of weld- 
fires. The information from the analyses will be used to 
defendvar~ousaspectsofthelakeshore’sfiremanage- 
ment plan, now belog rewed. and 10 better manage 
lakeshore resources through properappl~cationoi pre- 
scribed fire 

t * I 

Apostle Islands NL held its 12th annual research 
conference in Baylield, WI on Oct. 24.25,1990, provid- 
ing an annual update on research at the Lakeshore 
Presenters related their work to management issues 
posed by Lakeshore managers. Topics ranged from 
submerged cultural rasourcas, sea kayakers, and spit 
geomorphology lo black bears, eagles, and data man- 
agement. Some 56 scientists. park managers, and 
interested public attended. 

Southeast Region 
A barred owl sining on a pine lamb in Congaree 

Swamp National Monument (NM) is the sublect of the 
South Carolina Wildlife Federation print of the year. 
The Monument was chosen for the paintlog because 
the barred owl is found in the state’s wooded swamps, 
river bottoms, and wetlands. The Federation isworklng 
in South Carolina to promotewetland conservation and 
policies that will protect wetlands. Congaree Swamp 
NM will serveasa hostsiiefortheFederationtofeature 
in 1991 during elforts to educate the public about the 
valuable functions wetlands provide for wildlife habitat, 
flood control. pollul~on reduction and ground water 

recharge. 
A print of the painting by artist Jann Rattray Twork is 
available, unframed. for S50 from the SC Wildlife 
Federation, P.O. Box 61159, Columbia, SC 29260. 

Out on a hmh 

Mid-Atlantic Region 
Gary Machlis, Sociology Project leader at the U/ID 

NPSICPSU: Dick Ring. superintendent at Delaware 
Water Gap NRA; and Jeff Manon. CPSU unit leader at 
Virgna Tech presented a social science plan devel- 
oped by Machlls for the Delaware Water Gap to the 
Northeastern Recreation Research Conference. The 
plan reviewed previous social science research rele- 
vant to the Waler Gap, evaluated and summarized 
needed research, and outlmed a four-stage action plan 
for obtaining the needed research. Copies of the plan 
are avallablefrom Bath Johnson, Delaware Waler Gap 
NRA. Star Roule 38, Milford, PA 18337, (717) 
296.6952. An article describing the plan IS being pre- 
pared for Park Science. 

Also at the Northeastern Recreation Research Con- 
lerence, Malcolm Ross, Resource Management Spe- 
cialist at the Upper Delaware Scenic and Recreational 
River, presented a paper titled “Enwonmental 
Glasnost: Protecting a Resource You Do Not Own,” 
describing the challenges faced by managers at the 
Upper Delaware in achiewng agency objectives 
through work with local governments, state and federal 
agencies, and area residents. 

t I 1 

Shenandoah NP recently held a second meeting of 
11s Science Advisory Board, at which board members 
wewed the park’s Long-term Ecological Monitoring 
program, a new Resource Management plan, and dis- 
cussed prospects and application procedures for nom- 
inating the park as a new Biosphere Reserve. This 
year marks the third and llnal year of Peregrine falcon 
releases. 

1 . i 

The Mid-Atlantic Region welcomes new resource 
management stafl and says farewell to some migrating 
friends. Welcome to Pal Lynch, GIS Program manager 
al Shenandoah NP; Keith High, GIS Specialist shared 
by Delaware Waler Gap and the Upper Delaware Sce- 
n!c and Recreational RIVBI, and John Perez. Resource 
Manager at Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania Bat- 
tlefields. Farewell to Kathy Jope. Regional Resource 

manager, to the same position for the Pa& North- 
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west Region; Rick Potts, Shenandoah Resource man- 
ager to the same position al Katmai NP, and Meg 
Weesner, New River Gorge National River Resource 
manager to the same positlon al Saguaro National 
Monument. 

. t t 

Delaware Water Gap NRA recently hosted a 25th 
Anniversary Symposium. Topics Included natural sci. 
ewe. public policy, park administrative hlstory. and 
regIonal cultural history. Coptes of the Symposium 
Proceedings are available from the Superintendent, 
Delaware Water Gap NRA, Bushkill, PA 18324. 

. I I 

Jeff Marion, Virginia Tech CPSU unit leader, reports 
completion of a cooperative USFSiNPS study tilled 
“Results from the Application of a Campsite Inventory 
and Impact Monitoring System in Eleven Wilderness 
Areas of the Jefferson National Forest:’ Significant 
Improvements in impact assessment procedures, 
including a more accurate and precise Variable Radial 
Transect method for measuring campsite size, a corn. 
prehensive manual 01 monitoring protocols. and menu. 
driven dBASE IV databases also are featured in the 
report. 

Marion is working on a serwewde I&M manual for 
manaqers seekinq to develop recreation site imoact 
monitoring syster& The Jet&on NF report is &ail- 
able from Marion at the NPSICPSU. Virginia Tech, 
Dept. 01 Forestry, Blacksburg, VA 24061.0324 (703) 
231-6603. 

Wildlife and Vegetation Division 
Three members 01 the Division participated in the 

International Conference on Science and the Manage- 
ment 01 Protected Areas held May 1419,1991 in Woll- 
v~lle, Nova Scoila. Mike Ruggiero, on behalf of himself 
and co-authors Tom Stohlgren and Gary Waggoner, 
presented a paper, “Towards a Biological Survey of the 
US National Park System” to a session on Manage- 
ment Slrategies. Nape Shelton gave a paper on 

Removing Bottlenecks in the Transfer of Park 
Research Information” to a session on Pulling Policy 
IntoActIon. PeteComanor,on behalfofhimselfandco- 
author John Dennis, presented a poster Sewon and 
paper titled “US National Parks: Benchmark Contnbu- 
tars to Long-term Global Change Research” in a ses- 
sion on that subject. 

t t (I 

NPS-77, the NPSs first comprehensive guideline on 
natural resources, has been completed and is in print- 
mg. 

Alaska Region 
The US-USSR Beringian Heritage International 

Park planning team met April 22 through May 6. The 
joint team toured northwest Alaska, Denali, and Kenai 
Fjords NPs. and conducted meetings at the Alaska 
Regional office and the Denver Service Center. LegIs- 
l&on is to be Introduced on both sides in 1991. Tar- 
geted completion of the lnternat~onal Park is 1992. 

. i . 

Reports published in Ihe Region recently are: 
Racine, C.H. and G.M. Ahlstrand. 1991. Thaw 

response of tussock-shrub tundra to experimental all- 
terrain vehicle disturbances in South-central Alaska. 
Arctic 44:31-37. 

Wesser, S.D. 1991. The effects of light and mois!ure 
on two species from contiguous communities of south- 
facing blufls in Interior Alaska, USA. Arctic and Alpine 

Research 23:99103. 



from small plots of shrubland m southeastern Arizona. 
“Keeping anglers happy has a pnce.“is the title of an 

artlcle by Science Writer Bully Goodman I” the May 
Three Australian scientists. after 20 months of 
research in Ihe South Pacdic, have confirmed a con- 
nection between plankton gas emissions and cloud- 
Seeding sulfur compounds. While other correlations of 
the Gala hypothesis remain unproved. the results. they 
suggest. lend weight to the idea that the planet and its 
life forms collectively constitute a self-regulating 
“superorgan~sm.” 

Plankton are known to excrete a gas rich in sulfur 
compounds. and those compounds in turn create 
“cloud condensation nuclei? - the seeds 01 clouds. 
When the Earth’s temperature rises, plankton growth 
increases, causing more gas emissions into the 
atmosphere and thus more clouds. The clouds block 
sunlight, reducing air temperature, restricting plankton, 
and thus maintaining planetary equilibrium. So goes 
the theory proposed two decades ago by British cli- 
matologist James Lovelock and U.S. blologlst Lynn 
MSiQUiiS and named for the Greek goddess of Earth. 

a.** 

Leslie Roberts, editor of the News and Comments 
secllon of Science, devoted his section in the March 
15,1991 ISSUetodiscusslnQthelallO~lfromthe~ovarr+ 
meni’s massive acid rain program. NAPAP (National 
Acid Precipitation Assessment Program) involved 
some 2000 scientists and half a billIon dollars over a 
decade to create “an impressive body 01 scientiltc 
research,” Roberts said, but m terms of policy. he 
quotes one congressional aide as calling it “totally 
irrelevant.“Others have said that although NAPAP may 
have fallen short of Its p&y goals, 11s scientific 
research helped deline the parameters of the debate 
early in the decade. 

Roberts suggests that the program never really 
recovered after publishing a 1967 interim report “that 
was widely perceived as a blased attempt to downplay 
the problem -a sobering reminder of just how fragile 
credibility can be when dealing wtth such a highly 
emotional issue as acid rain. More than that. however” 
Roberts adds, “NAPAP strove for sclentlfic perlection 
and lost policy relevance in the bargain:’ 

“Scientilic overklll7” asks the caption next to a pic- 
ture of the five feet tall stack of 6000 pages -the final 
NAPAP report. James Mahoney, who directed the pro- 
gram. says that with Ihe benefit of hlndsight, he would 
have directed some of the resources away from 
NAPAP’s enormously complicated atmospheric trans- 
port model toward “simpler models that could have 
provided answers sooner- and warned the Interagency 
Committee on Earth and Environmental Sciences that 
“Global change IS driven by too much raw science.” 
The NAPA scenarco. he indlcaled. is already repeating 
itself in the new federal climate change program. 

A 

Paleontologists have identified the 135 million-year- 
old fossil remains of a bird from northeast China that 
documents an importanl step in the evolution of avian 
flight. Paul C. Serene of the University of Chicago 
announced the find at the October 1990 meeting of the 
Society of Vertebrate Paleonlology in Lawrence, KS. 
The still-unnamed sparrow-sized specimen is the ear- 
liest known example of a bird with modernized (lying 
ability-about 10 1015 million years “younger”lhan the 
oldest known bird, Archeopteryx, and shows several 
flight features that its crow-wed predecessor lacked. 
The fossil, described in Science News, (1X:16, p. 246) 
“shows an lnfrigulng mix of modern avian features and 
primitive characteristics retained lrom reptilian anew 
tars.” It had flight-specialized shoulders and a short. 
ened sel of tall vertebrae fused into one bone - an 
avianadaptationcalled thepygostyle. It also hadclaws 
that were long and curved, allowing better parChInQ 
ability than tts ancestors. 

*** 

Peter Olson, a geophyswst who conducts convec- 
tion experiments m oil-filled tanks at Johns Hopkins 
University in Baltimore, likens a fresh cup of hot coffee 
into which a liquid creamer has been poured to the 
mantle of the planet Earth. Both the coffee and the 
mantle stir themselves by a process called convection. 
As heat escapes at the top 01 the mug, the upper layer 
of coffee cools and grows denser, sinking toward the 
bottom in sheets. The descending currents force 
warmer liquid to we. 

Theearth’s mantlewarmsmostlyfrom within-some 
60 percent 01 its heat coming from the decay 01 radio- 
active elements distributed throughout the mantle 
layer. “The remaining fraction of heat comes from the 
core below.” according to Richard Monastersky in an 
offbeat little piece in the December I, 1990 issue 01 
Science News. ‘At the top 01 the mantle, heat escapes 
upward through the tectonic plates that form a thin. 
broken shell encasing the mantle. These platescontin- 
uously rearrange their posibons on the surlace, bump 
ing and grinding against each other with Earth-shaking 
consequences.” 

In the mug, after addition of the cream, you can 
witness a mwature imitation 01 the grand geophywal 
process- wheresheetsolcoldoceanfloorslnk into the 
hot mantle. a process called subduction. Volcanoes 
grow over subduction zones because some of the 
oceanic rock melts as it plows down into the hot mantle, 
causing molten magma to we and then erupt at the 
planet’s surface. 

“01 course, lava is not lava,” Monastersky admits, 
“and you can carry the mug/mantle analogy only so tar. 
Given lhat geophysicists have difficulty simulating 
mantle and plate motion even with complex computer 
models costing a mIllion dollars, how much can you 
expect from a 60.cent cup of coffee?” 

x** 

Park Science readers who were Intrigued by Jim 
Wood’s article, “Techrwal Writing As a Tool -an Art” 
(Park Science 11:l. p 13), might want to check out the 
piece by George D. Gopen and Judith A. Swan, “The 
Science of Scientilic Writing,” in American Scienfist 
(NovlDec 1990, pp 550.556. The authors expand on 
the thesis that if the reader IS to grasp what the writer 
means, the writer must understand what the reader 
needs. Gopen is director of writing programs at Duke 
University; Swan teaches sclentlflc writing at Pnnce- 
toll 

** 

A startling botanical conversion, totally unexpected, 
is the dense blanket 01 knee-high grass that now 
stands where formerly patchworks of scraggly shrubs 
and parched earth twsted in the Chlhuahuan Desert 
The transformation IS Ihe result of a study begun in 
1977 by James H. Brown, an ecologist at U/NM in 
Albuquerque. to assess the ability of native kangaroo 
ratstocompete w!thnativeantsforthearea’ssupplyof 
large plant seeds. It began with exclusion 01 these rats 
14 
Eight of the original 24 small plols (2500 square 
melers) were surrounded by fine-mesh lances, 
adjusted to exclude either all rodents or at least three 
species of the kangaroo rats native to the sites. The 
finding documenls for the lirst time according to R. 
Cowen writing in Science News. Vol. 136, p 391.392, 
“that the collective actions of several related types of 
animals - nol lust the behawor of a single spec~as - 
can dramatIcally alter the fale 01 an ecosystem.” 

“People are only worried about the much more corn. 
prehenslble and simple questlon of conservation - 
whether a species is there or not,” comments marine 
ecologist James A. Estes of UICaliSanta Cruz. “But II 
an ecosystem is tied together by a guild rather than a 
single spews, our emphasis ought to be on conserva- 
tlon of the guild rather Ihal: the species.” 

“Is a warm-water cycle stripping corals of their life- 
blood?’ asks Robert N Langreth in a Science News 
Dec. 6. 1990 article, “Bleached Reels.’ Weeks 01 
abnormally warm water have caused the usually color- 
ful Puerto Rican corals to expel the algae that give 
them their hues. A former commercial fisherman who 
now assists marine botanists at the Untvers~ty of 
Puerto RICO in Lajas. says: “Some people say this is 
normal. I’m 42 and I’ve been working in the water all 
this time. and I’ve never seen something hke this 
belore” 

Apparently, scientists have known about coral 
bleaching for at least 75 years. according to Langrelh, 
but the phenomenon became wldespread only I” the 
IaSl decade The summer and fall 011967 brought the 
world’s most extensive bleaching on record. In past 
years, most of the iaded reels recovered during winter, 
but this year many researchers worry that corals, 
weakened by repeated bleachtngs. may actually die. 

The ISSIX has drawn the attention of the Senate 
Committee on Commerce. Science and Transporta- 
tion. At an October 1990 subcommittee hearing. reef 
researchersventured the disturbing predIction that the 
current coral fadeout may signify the beginning of the 
expected global greenhouse warming 

‘I‘ 

Michael Glantz, a senior sclentisl at the National 
Center Ior Atmospheric Research in Boulder, CO, 
describes (ln an article for Knight-Ridder News Ser. 
vice) a new category of international refugee: envnon- 
mental refugees.. people who have fled their homes 
to other parts of their country or across intematlonal 
borders because of environmental degradation and 
changes. Processes llke desertificatlon, delorestation, 
and prolonged droughts have caused them to seek a 
new homeland I” order to feed their lamll!es,” Glantz 
writes. “Like those flwng lrom a local war (refugees) 
or in search of a better life (economic relugees), lhey 
too have no official status as refugees.” 

The UN Enwronmental Programme. Glantz reports. 
is concerned about this development, believing that 
future climate change will increase the numbers of 
such refugees by lens of millions. With no provisions 
for such a scenario, Glantz suggests that it is time Ior a 
new concept of refugee and for countries to “face up to 
their obligation to assist refugees in their moments of 
need.” 

** 



program. The contacts made have potential for valu- 
1991 issue of BioScience, pp. 294-299. Goodman 
recaps recent findings on the ecological and genetic 
effects 01 stocking fish - lindlngs that again point out 
the fallacy of thlnking of some conseq”e”ces as 
“effects.“and others as merely ‘“side effects: Introduc- 
tlon of game fish has been found to have a variety of 
deleterious effects on local species. They may out- 
compete them, causing their extinctton; they may 
hybridize with a rare local relative. imperiling the rarer 
species’ genetic integrity; they may interbreed with 
local populations of the same stock and disrupt the 
local STOCKS adaptation lo its environment. 

The key to understanding what happens when 
halchery fish are planted an top of wild fish, according 
to Richard Vincent of the Montana Department of Fish, 
WildlIfe. and Parks, is to understand the different 
behavior patterns of wild and hatchery fish. Fish ralsed 
in a hatchery have lost their territorial behavior. Hatch- 
ery lish don’t recognfze territorial signals of the wild 
flsh;thewildfishdon’tfightforthefoodas hatcheryfish 
do - they simply move to other parts of the stream 
where cover or food may be poorer. 

A sidebar box, with this article, describes the 
steps that Washington state hatchery managers 
are taking to mintmize genetic impoverishment 
and domestication of capttve-reared fish. Some 
halcheries are using automatic feeders lo 
reduce fish contact with humans, thus pressw 
ing the flight response of wild fish, They also are 
retmng to the wld for new brood stock every 
several generatim, thus Infusing new genes 
Into Ihe hatchery population and breaking selec. 
bon for domestication. 

i* 

1
An article in BioScience. Vol. 40 No. 9, pp. 640.642, 

by Jill Baron and Kathleen A. Galvin, describes how 
ecosystem sc~ance can be used to address the myriad 
enwonmental problems. “Future Directions of Eco- 
system Science” describes the growing awareness of 
global-scale environmental degradation and the three 
levels of enwonmental concern-local, regional, and 
global. 

The questions inherent I” this approach were tack- 
led at a conference at Pingree Park, CO, in October 
1966, by a workshop funded by the NatIonal Science 
Found&n and compwed of 40 prominent women 
scientists. The BioScience article addresses both the 
scientific issues and women’s status in science. 

‘:. there is more to becoming a successful profes- 
swnal scientist than univewty coursework and Ph.D. 
research.‘the group concluded. “Women musl asser- 
tively seek OUI successful graduate experiences 
(and) must develop enough self-confidence and 
knowledge oftheir limits to be ableto say ‘no’when the 
demands become too great:’ 

JIII Baron. a research associate at the Natural 
Resource Ecology Lab, CO/State/U and a research 
ecologisi with the NPS Water Resources Division, is 
co-author with Alisa Mast and James Drever of an 
article in the December 1990 issue of Water 
Resources Research, titled “Chemical Weathering in 
the Loch Vale Watershed, Rocky Mountain NP” The 
article exarmnes the source of solutes to sutlace 
waters draining the Loch Vale watershed in the Front 
Range of Colorado and concludes that the surface 
waters there are susceptible to acidification should 
acid deposition from the atmosphere increase. 
 

Editors Nofe Davrd Parsons, flesearch Screntist at 
SeouoialKioos Canvon NPs, reoresenfed the NPS 
Global Change Program Commrffee af an nlerna- 
tional workshop, “Earth system response to global 
change - northern and southern hemisphere con- 
trasts,” held ;n La Serena, Chile Nov 30 to Dec. 4, 
1991. The workshop was sponsored by the Chilean 
Academy of Sciences: the American Assn. for fhe 
Advancement of Science (USAJ; lhe Chilean, US, and 
Canadian IGBP (International Geosphere and Bio- 
sphere Programj Committees, and the McArlhur 
Foundation. His report follows: 

By David Parsons 

The meeting brought together experts from such 
diverse fields as atmospheric science, oceanography. 
wlldllfe, vegetation, lorestry, hydrology, biogeochemis- 
try, and human geography to discuss the potential 
effects of global climate change on the west coasts of 
North and South America. Paired presentations were 
made on each of the above disciplines by leading 
scientlsls from each hemisphere. 

The obvious simllarlties between Chile and the west 
coast of North Amenca (located on the west coasts of 
continents. Influenced by major oceanic current sys- 
tems, similar climates. vegetation, and topography) 
provide many natural comparison bases. Differences 
in land use history and the ratio of land to ocean 
surface area in the two hemispheres lead to some 
differences in the projected impacts of increases in 
greenhouse gas concentrations on air temperature. 

The Chilean scientists, with whom I was most 
impressed, and I Identified many areas of potential 
collaboration between NPS sites in the western U.S. 
and sites m Chile. I was one of only two U.S. govern- 
ment reoresentatives at the workshoo. hiahliahts of 
which f&w. 

“” 

The ootential for usina El Nino events as a surroaate 
for a&pated global &ming was discussed. In I”966 
and 1983 El Nino events (the two largest such in recent 
history) resulted in a 2 to 3 degree warming I” the 
California Current and a shifting of currents to the 
north; thus shifting storm tracks as well. Unfortunately, 
the existing Global Circulation Models (GCMs) do not 
Include ocean clrculatlon pailems. There was much 
discussion as to whether increased CO2 might 
increase the frequency of anomalous events such as 
El Ninos, droughts, floods, etc. The shift in currents, 
ocean temperatures, biota (which will respond quickly), 
etc., might provide an interesling basis for work at 
Channel Islands NP or other west coastal sites. 

WarmIng will not be uniform across the globe, and in 
fact, cooling mightwelloccurln some areas. Fasterand 
larger temperature responses can be expected over 
land than over the ocean and thus the relative amount 
of land and water will influence the rate 01 climatic 
response (e.g. temperature increase can be expected 
to be faster in the northern hemisphere where there is 
greater land mass). (Kevin Trenberth, INCAR, Boul- 
der). 

The best estimates show the global mean surface 
temperature has increased 0.5 C. over the past cen- 
tury. In the northern hemisphere this increase was 
largely before 1940. Decreases occurred in the 1960s 
and how a recovery to a new high point has occurred in 
the 1960s. (Trenberth). 

Dtscussions of hydrology and projected increases in 
evapotransplralion demand on water identified the 

interior west and southwest of U.S. as most vulnerable 
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to climate change (Rick Lawford. National Hydrology 
Center, Canada). 

The presentation on Intertidal systems (Jan 
Lubchenco, Oregon State) was a particularly clear 
outline of the sensitivity of these highly productive and 
diverse systems to predicted changes in sea level, sea 
and air temperature, and nutrients. I was struck with 
many implications for NPS coastal areas. Lubchenco 
also suggested that research programs may need to 
focus on targeted species: species at risk, species 
important to the system, or species ~mportani to global 
processes. She suggested attention be dlrected at the 
edge of species distributions (especially the thermal 
limit). at long lived species. al species wth short disper- 
sal distances, at pathogens, and at multiple stresses 
and rare events. These suggestIons may be important 
forotherecolog~cal systemsas well. (Nole. Lubchenco 
IS the next president of the Ecological Society of Amer- 
IX - a valuable contact.) 

Discussion of the importance of modeling the 
impacts of global change emphasized the importance 
of clearly articulating Ihe questions being asked and 
the need to include process models. Problems of scal- 
ing and disturbance were emphasized. (Carlos Prado, 
UiCatollca, Santiago) 

Wide ranging dtscussions of vegetation and planl 
responses included paleoecological analogs, docu- 
mented changes in beeline, life cycle characteristics, 
dispersal modes, genetic constraints, and human 
Impacts. I see several potential areas for collaboralion 
with the SequolaiKings Canyon program. (Sterltng 
Keeley, Whittier College; Hal Mooney, Stanford, Mary 
Arroyo and Juan Armesto, Univ. de Chile; Carolina 
Villagran, UiCatolica). 

An excellent model of what could happen to animal 
species subjected to temperature increases (no 
change, evolution in place, migration, or extinction) 
was presented by Jim Brown (U/New Mexico). He 
developed a specific example of the predicted extinc- 
tion of small mammals an mountain tops in Ihe Great 
Bastn. 

An evening discussion focused around the recent 
announcement of the U.S. government to support the 
concept of up to five regional research centers for 
global change. and thatoneof theseshould be located 
I” Latin Amerlca. Despite obvious points I” favor of 
Brazil for such a center, it was agreed that Chile could 
offer much as well. and that thts would be pursued 
through appropriate channels Discussion also 
focused on the value of developing a hfter, or mecha 
nism, to help determine what species, communities, 
and functional groups should be concentrated on lor 
monitoring and process studies. A similar approach 
might be of great value to the NPS global change 
program. 

Following the workshop, I met with faculty at both the 
Universidad de Chile fDrs. Arrovo and Juan Armesto 
and students) and the Catholic tiniversity (Dr. Eduardo 
Fuentes) regarding future collaboration. There was 
great interest in cooperation toward applying similar 
methodology to address questions of plant population 
biology, dispersal mechanisms, ecotone stress, cli. 
mate and fire history, and developing comparable 
methods for long term monitormg. 

I feel that my patiicipation in the workshop was 01 
value to the other participants, to the workshop prod- 
ucts (which I helped write up), and to our global change 
able spinoffs. 



maintatned by a fire interval of from two to eight years, 
GE Used to Deve
By Carl Douhan, Randy Knutson 

and Kenneth L. Cole 

Researchers and resource management personnel 
al Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore (NL) are using 
the lakeshore’sgeographical informationsystem (GIS) 
to determine wIldfire frequency in given areas wIthin 
the lakeshore. The information from the analyses will 
be used by lakeshore staff to refine the Fire Manage- 
ment Plan, currently being revised, and to better man- 
age lakeshore resources through the proper appltca- 
tion of prescribed fire. 

A linear park located on the southernmost shore of 
Lake Michigan in urban Northwest Indiana, the 
lakeshore is the meeting place of the western pranie, 
northern boreal forest, and southeastern hardwoods 
and IS noted for its biodiversity. The area has been 
heavily impacted by modern human activibes. Trans- 
portation and utility corndors, drainage ditches, indus- 
try. and communities divide the lakeshore into isolated 
segments. Mining of sand, logging of timber, draining of 
wetlands, and suppression of wildfires have vastly 
altered the plant composition of the area. 

Despite these impacts, Indiana Dunes has an 
unusually high plant diversity, currently third highest of 
any area in the National Park System, with 1,445 spa. 
ties of vascular plants (Pavlovic and Cole, In Press). It 
also possesses 29 percent of the slate’s threatened 
and endangered plant species (Bowles et al 1986). 

The lakeshore experiences an average of 29 wild- 
fires annually, all human caused, with the majorlty 
occurring in its western portion. Based on information 
from past fire reports, the fires were divided into spring 
and fall burns. and the perimeters of all fires for which 
accurate maps existed were digitized into the GIS data 
base. The staff was able IO digitize approximately 90 
percent of the reported wildfires that occurred between 
1982 and 1989, and 100 percent of the wildfires occcw 
ringafferl989. However, w~ldflresaslargeas100acres 
that occurred prior to 1989 were not entered into the 
data base because their mapping format could not be 
digitized. Although attemptswere made lo reconstruct 
the fire maps, in some cases too much time had clap 
sed for accurate reestablishment of the fire perimeters 
on appropriate maps. 

The work has resulted m a reasonably complete 
digitized record of the wildfires in the lakeshore since 
1982 and the data base will provide researchers and 
members of the Resource Management Branch with a 
highly credible statistical sample. 

The data can be used in a variety of ways. For 
example, the annual occurrence and location of each 
reported wildfire, when combined with stmilar fire maps 
from other years, provides investigators with a much 
clearer picture of fire frequency for different park units. 
Over a period of time, these overlays can be used with 
a high degree of confidence to test statistical hypoth- 
eses. For instance, the staff has found that some areas 
of the lakeshore have burned at least six times 
between 1982 and 1990. This combined wildfire data 
was overlaid with a digital map of the fire-dependent 
vegetation types. When the two were compared, the 
lakeshore areas that experienced the highest fre- 
quency of burns closely matched the distribution of fire 
dependent plant species and community types. 

The lakeshore is in the process of developing a new 
fire management plan and will use the various outputs 
derived from the GIS data base to recommend courses 
of action to management and to identify trends. These 

outputs, in a variety of combmations. will be used to 
lop Fire Management Strategies 

High flames penetrate into a thrcke! oi aspen sprou:s m the wet prarne. 
lgnifers work around the perimeter of prescribed burn 

determine the size and location of burn units, complete 
a fire prevention and risk analysis, identify and rank 
values at risk, verify fuel models, and recommend 
optimum burn frequencies for the different plant com- 
munities in the lakeshore. 

The lakeshore’s Research Division has been con- 
ducting studies for the past etghi years lo determine 
historic fire frequencies and to develop an understand- 
ing of the effects of fire and other natural phenomenon 
on existing plant and animal communities. Based on 
these studies, the following premises have been devel- 
oped concerning theeffectivenessoftireasa manage- 
ment tool at the lakeshore: 

-Oak savanna and prairie communities will best be 
depending an the unit history, specific goals, and year- 
16 
area using drip torches 

to-year climatic variations (Cole et al, 1990; Taylor, 
1990; Henderson and Long, 1984). 

-Annual fires are not recommended for either rastO- 
ration or maintenance of oak savanna as these burns 
often have liflle fuel and may damage sensittve herb- 
aceous species. 

- Remnants of the oak savannaipralrie community 
must be burned at least every 15 years or they may be 
lost because of the Increasing diameter of saplings 
(Cole and Klick, 1990) and the mcrease in canopy 
cover. 

-Spring burns seem to be the most cost effective 
because the appropriate climate windows occur more 
predictably during this season. 

-The flre dynamics of marshes and wet prairies are 

(Continued on page 17) 
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complicated by additional Iactors such as water table 
fluctuations and herb!vores and are !n need of lurther 
study. 

The results of this research have formed the basis 
for future fire management act~wi~es at the lakeshore. 
Beginning in 1991. members of the resource manage- 
ment staff are using the data dIsplayed on the com- 
bined burn frequency overlays to locate monitoring 
plots designed to document the effects of lire fre- 
quency onspeciescomposltlon and fuel loading, espe- 
cially for fuel size distribution. Attempts also will be 
made to compare areas expewncing spring and fall 
burns. 

Results of these studies will be used to validate the 
results of the research conducted thus far, including 
effects of tire an threatened and endangered plant 
Sp?Clt-S. 

To date no attempt has been made to integrate burn- 
ing conditions of past fires. However, starting in 1991, 
observed weather conditions at wildfires over five 
acres in size are being recorded. The observed condo- 
t~ons are being entered into BEHAVE, a fire eHecl 
program The results will be used to categorize the 
severity 01 the burn to verify past output values from 
BEHAVE. A limited amount of pertinent inlormation 
concerning each fire wtll be entered into a dBase hle. 
which may be utilized by GIS. 

Summary 
The proper utilization of the GIS. when combined 

wth research and monltormg activities, will greatly 
enhance the understanding 01 the effects 01 fire on 
plant and animal communities and provide research- 
ers and managers with creditable data to make man- 
agement decisions that will stand up to public scrutiny 
and peer review. 

Douhan and Knufson, at lhe time of writing, were 
resource management specialists al Indiana Dunes 
Nl. Knutson;sstill~herein thatcapacity. whileDouhao 
movedin May 1991 to the NPSNationalCapitalRegion 
as a fire maoagemenl specialist. Cole is a research 
ecologht with the Indiana Dunes Research Division. 

Literature Cited 

A 1990 loon survey on Isle Royale revealed the 
presence of 22 successfully nesting loon pairs, 
apparently saturating the Inland lake habitat. Loon 
chick production on lake Superior, however. was 
down approximately 62 percent from a 1985 sur- 
vey Lake levels are down and boaters are up in Ihe 
The LakeSuperiorporiionoftheloonsuivey will be 
repeated in 199i to aive a third data wnt. 
1991 
July 21.15, WORLD CONGRESS OF LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY, meets for the first time in North 

America, at Carleton College, Ottawa, Canada, featuring six symposia selected by an interna- 
tional panel of reviewers and addressing topics of current intellectual and practical significance. 
Contact: James F Thorne. Deot. of Landscape Architecture. 119 Meverson Hall. Philadelphia, PA 
19104.6311; (215) 898-6591. 

Julv 22-25. FIRST BIENNIAL CONFERENCE ON RESEARCH IN COLORADO PLATEAU 
’ NATibNALPARKS,attheNorthernAr~zonaUniversitycampus, Flagstaff. Contact, Charlesvan 

Riper III or Mark Sogge at the NPSICPSU, P.O. Box 5614, NAU, Flagstaff, AZ 86011. 
Aug.16.25, DENDROECOLOGICAL FIELDWEEK,anB-dayprogramattheH.J.Andrews Experimen- 

tal Forest near Blue River, OR, combining field research activities, lectures, and informal 
personal interactlon. Recognized experts will lead small groups through exploring the useful- 
ness of tree-ring analysis in multl-disciplinary research. Contact: Paul J. Krusic, P.O. Box 75 
Nottingham, NH 03290. 

Sept. 1617, FIRST BIENNIAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON THE GREATER YELLOWSTONE 
ECOSYSTEM: Theme, Plants and Their Enwonments; NPS host agency; at Mammoth Hot 
Springs Hotel, Yellowstone NP Contact: Conference Committee, c/Research Division, PO. Box 
166. Yellowstone Np, WY 82190. 

Oct.7-l0,OURNATlONALPARKS:CHALLENGESANDSTRATEGIESFORTHE21stCENTURY,a 
svmoosium on the occasion of the 75th anniversary of the National Park Service, in Vail, CO, 
e&ring park issues and opportunities and charting future courses for management of the 
National Park Svstem. Contact: NPS Emolovee Develooment Division-D%. 12795 W. Alameda 
Pkwy, PO. Box’25287. Denver, CO 80225:0287. 

Oct. 16-20,45TH NATIONAL PRESERVATION CONFERENCE, “Historic Preservation for the Next 25 
Years.” at the St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco; sponsored by the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation, the NPS, and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. Contact: National 
Trust lor Historic Preservation, 1785 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington. DC 20036. 

Nov. 3-8, THIRD GLOBAL CONGRESS OF HERITAGE INTERPRETATION INTERNATIONAL - 
JOINING HANDS FOR QUALITY TOURISM, in Honolulu. For registration and travel/housing 
information, contact Ray Tabata, UH Sea Grant, 1000 Pope Rd., MSB 226. Honolulu, HI 96822 
USA; (808) 956.2666; FAX (808) 956.2858. 

Nov. 16, NEZ PERCE ART EXHIBITION, “Sapatqayn: 20th Century Nez Perce Artists,” opens at the 
Nez Perce National Historical Park, Spalding. ID, featuring 50-100 pieces of traditional contem- 
porary art, some never before seen by the public; with documentary catalog, guest speakers 
and demonstrations by Nez Puce artists. To run through Jan. 12,1992. Contact: Nez Perce HNP, 
P.O. Box 93, Spalding, ID 83551; (208) 843.2261. 

1992 
Feb. 19-22, SOCIAL ASPECTS AND RECREATION RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM, Theme: “Social 

Aspects of the WildlandlUrban Interface,” at the Clarion Hotel, Ontario, CA. Contact: Debbie 
Chavez, USDA Forest Service, 4955 Canyon Crest Dr., Riverside, CA 92507. 

May17-20, FOURTH NORTH AMERICAN SYMPOSIUM ON SOCIETY AND RESOURCE MANAGE- 
MENT, in Madison, WI. Contact: Donald R. Field, 1450 Linden Dr., Madison, WI 53706. 
Agricultural Pest 
Scouting Tried 

This summer the agricultural program at Cuyahoga 
Valley NRA wll attempt to use the State 01 Ohlo Agrw 
cultural pest scouling program as a means of applylng 
integrated pest management principles to crops of 
sweet corn, field corn, and soybeans. 

The park’s technical assistance preservation staff 
(TAPS) oversees the agrzultural field leasmg program 
The M~dwesi Region Natural Resources Division IS 
fundlng a contract between Cuyahoga Valley NRA and 
county extension agents to monitor agricultural fields 
and wte “prescriptlons’ for the application of her- 
bicides The prescriptlons are based on distribution of 
weed seedlings and the economic impact iarecasted 
by the weed crop, and will trigger the pesticide use 
approval form (10.21A). The prescriptions are a 
method of quantifying th!s year’s post- emergent weed 
crop to aid in this season’s herbicide lreatment or next 
year’s crop rot&on It IS hope that this scouting pro- 
gram will develop and eventually be worked Intothe fair 
market value of agricultural leases at the park. 
17 
Bald Eagle Studies 
Apostle Islands NL IS conducting a cooperative pilot 

study on bald eagles with the W~sconsm Dept. of Natu- 
ral Resources and the USFWS. Producttvity of bald 
eagles along the Lake Superior shorelww IS less than 
that of birds on the maInland. Levels of organochlorlne 
pesticides are elevated in Lake Superior eagles and 
have been hypothewed to be the cause of reproduc- 
tweimpalrment. Howeverotherfactorssuchascl~mate 
condlttons and load awlabilkty have not been well 
studied. Turnover rate also has not been documented 
but is suspected to be high 

This pilot study WIII set a framework for determining 
the cause(s) of lowered productivity in Lakeshore 
eagles. Direct observations 01 Lakeshore and man- 
land nests are bung conducted. blood will be drawn 
from young eagles for toxic analysis: video cameras 
WIII be used. and a limited amount of cl~matz and food 
avatlab~l~ty mlormatlon WIII be gathered. A proposal 
currently being considered by the Great Lakes Protec- 
tlon Fund would continue and expand the current 
study. 



to help support SAMAB projects. 
Restoration of Fa
By Stephen E. Fairweather 
and Cecile M. Cavanaugh 

lnthefirstthreedaysofJuly1663,thefarmfieldsand 
woodlots of Gettysburg, Pennsylwa were the scene 
of one of the bloodiest banles in American history In 
all, more than 50,OOOmenlosttheir livesin thefightthat 
historians refer to as “the greatest battle of the Civil 
War.” 

Accounts 01 the banle of Gettysburg make it clear 
that the farm woodlots played an integral role in the 
fighting, providing cover, cool drinking water, and land- 
marks for orientation of the troops. Before the battle, 
the woodlots were an important feature of the land- 
scape from a natural resources point of view, providing 
building materials, windbreaks, and cover for canle. 

Recognizing the importance of the farm woodlots. a 
study was begun at Gettysburg National Military Park 
in the summer of 1989 to develop a set of racommen- 
dations for “restoring” the woodlots, i.e. for managing 
them in such a way that they would appear much as 
they did prior to the famous battle. 

Using a variety of information sources, including 
land survey records, battle accounts, photography, 
and our percepbons of the use of the woodlots, we 
determined that the typical farm woodlot was com- 
prised mainly of oak and hickory speaes, and was 
uneven-aged. Each woodlot had to be uneven-aged in 
order to provide a continuous flow of products for the 
landowner, Such a woodlot would feature trees in all 
size classes, from seedlings to saplings to large 
mature trees. Typically, an uneven-aged woodlot has 
the “reverse-J” distribution of trees by diameter class 
(Figure l), with a very large number of small trees and 
decreasing numbers of larger trees. 

Extensive field work in the summer of 1969 and 1990 
in each woodlot confirmed that, indeed, the woodlots 
were still uneven’aged, but that problems were devel- 
oping. First, the species composition of the woodlots 
was slowly changing, such that the oak predominance 
was betng replaced by a mixture of other species, 
including hickory and ash. Secondly, the numbers of 
seedlings and trees in the smallest diameter classes 
were fewer than was needed to sustain the unevsn- 
aged natureofthestands (Figurel).Thls probablywas 
due to a combination of factors, most notably a lack of 
cutting (to create openings and promote regeneration) 
and a very high density of white-tailed deer. Much of 
Pennsylvama is experiencing diniculty in regenerating 
oak, and excessive deer browsing is considered to be a 
leading cause. 

In our final report (Tech. Report NPSiMARlNRTR 
90.049). we recommended a controlled mixture of tim- 
ber harvesting, tree planting, and forest protecbon in 
order to regain and maintain the nature of the 1663 
woodlots. Light harvests. on the order of 15 percent of 
the trees in all size classes ever 10 years, will be 
needed to perpetuate the uneven-aged structure once 
it is restored. Removing a number of trees now will 
allow some sunlight to reach the forest floor and pro- 
mote seedling growth. Those seedlings must be pro- 
tected from deer browsing, either through individual 
shelters, large area fencing, or reduction of deer den- 
sity Supplemental planting (in seedling and/or sapling 
size classes) will be necessary m order to regain the 
oak species dominance. Spraying to minimize the 
impact of gypsy moth defoliation also will be important 
for maintenance of the woodlots. 

Finally, regardless of management actions, the 

woodlots must be closely monitored to track change
rm Woodlots at Gettysburg NMP 

fure 1. “Inverse-J” uneven-aged diameter dislrlbution and actual d;stribution in one woodlot at Gettysburg. 

in their size distribution and species composition. We and maintenance of the farm woodlots at Gettysburg. 
recommended establishment of permanent plots for fairweather is a professor of forestry and Cap 
this purpose. Related studies by other Penn State anaugh a graduate sfudeni at Pennsylvania State Uni- 
researchers concerning vegetation and deer manage- versity. 
ment also will help to insure the successful restoration 
s 
An exceptIonally pronwng place JoIned the blo- 
sphere reserve family I” March, when the MAB Bureau 
approved Land Between the Lakes Area (LBL) in 
Kentucky and Tennessee. Managed by the Tennessee 
Valley Authority (TVA), LBL is 95 percent surrounded 
by impoundments on the Tennessee and Cumberland 
rivers. This provides an opportunity, rare in the BR 
network, for studying land-reservoir relationships. 

Four watersheds of about 500 ha each and 
numerous smaller forest stands will serve as the core 
area. The buifer zone will consist of the rest of the 
largely forested 66.600 ha national recreation area, on 
which carefully managed timber harvesting, hunting, 
and other recreation, agricultural use, and a strong 
program of environmental education and conservation 
demonstrations are held. Research projects spon- 
sored by nearby universities are underway. 

To coordinate the MAB regional program, a coopera- 
tive along the lines of the Southern Appalachian MAB 
Cooperative is planned. Proposed members include 
TVA, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Tennessee 
and Kentucky state agencies, colleges and univei- 
sities, four Area Development Districts, conservation 
organizations, and the Land Between the Lakes Asso- 
ciation, which can develop public support and raise 
funds. 

The U.S. biosphere reserve network will be further 
strengthened if additions to two existing BRs are 
approved. Four areas - Bodega Marine Lab (UC/ 
Berkeley), Jasper Ridge BiologIcal Preserve (Stand- 
ord), Audubon Canyon Ranch I” Marin County, and the 
Cordell Bank National Marine Sanctuary petitioned to 
join the Central California Coast BR. In the Southern 
Appalachians, Mt. MItchelI State Park and Grandfather 
Mountain petitioned to join that BR. This would bring 

state (North Carolina) and private sector representa- 
tlon to the Southern Appalachian BR for the first time. 
All the above add-ons have been recommended for 
nomination by the MAB NatIonal CommIttee but must 
wait nearly a year for the next meeting of the MAB 
Bureau to gain approval. 

Use of and communication among BRs has been 
made easier by publication in January of the Directory 
of Biosphere Reserves in the United States. Com- 
piled by Leslie Bord and David Figlio of the NPS Wild- 
life and Vegetation Division, the directory lists basic 
information for each BR, including names, addresses, 
and phone numbers of site managers, administrative 
staff and professional staff. Copies may be had from 
the Executive Director, U.S. MAB Secretariat, Dept. of 
State OESIEGCIMAB. Washington, DC 20520-7618. 

A briefing on the Southern Appalachian MAE 
Cooperative (SAMAB) was held at the Department of 
the Interior on April 25. Tommy Gilbert (filling in for Blue 
Ridge Parkway Supt. Gary Everhardt). B~orn Dahl, 
supervisor of North Carolina national forests, and 
Hubert Hinote, executive director of SAMAB, pre- 
sented their views on the cooperative’s progress. The 
greatly increased communication among SAMAB 
members was seen as a primary benefit of the pro- 
gram. Ongoing projects focus on important regional 
resource issues such as dogwood anthracnose, the 
overharvesting of native plants, and the demonstration 
of ecologically and culturally appropriate alternatives 
for development. 

A plan for Pittman Center, TN, has been completed 
with suppori from the Economic Development Admln- 
istration, as a model for environmentally sound com- 
munlty development in the region. The SAMAB Foun- 
dation planned to hold its first fund drive in Spring 1991 
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Co., N.Y. This IS a different type of review, a thorough NPSICPSLI, U/CA, Davis, CA 95668576 
Book Review 

Little Islands Floating in
NATURE RESERVES;lSLANDTHEORVAND 

CONSERVATION PRACTICE 1990. by Craig L. 
Shafer. Smithsonian Institution Press. Washington and 
London, 189 pp. ISBN O-87474-805-4. 

Nature reserve design acts as the link that connects 
conservation with the sciences of biogeography, ecol- 
ogy, conservation biology, landscape ecology, evolw 
tion, genetics, demography, and more. Our use of this 
link has made it powble for us to examine such sub- 
jects as park shape and consequences of msularrty. It 
has made it possible for us to study park capacity for 
protectton, dispersal, emigration, population viabrlity, 
and extinction. The production of technical literature 
contributing tovarrausaspectsolconservatron, mclud- 
ing facets of reserve design, has accelerated. 

Park boundaries confine protection administratively 
but not necessarily ecologically; in addrtron, certain 
species, communities and processes are affected 
deleteriously or beneficially by this confinement. The 
complexity of these processes and the superimposed 
forces assocrated wrth human presence have been the 
object of controversy. A clear review and translation 01 
available knowledge is badly needed, equally for man- 
agers and researchers interested m the conservation 
of natural areas. 

Shafer’s book presents these matiers, focusing on 
what it isto conceptualize and design a nature reserve. 
He goes further to question whether we have any soled 
guidelines for reserve design. He revrews existing 
guidelines, and attempts to show a least-biased “raw 
of whether these are fine prescrrptions or rules of 
thumb. He has desrgned his sections so that they are 
short, and easily read. The book’s design srmplifles 
reading for those who lace interruptions or who wish to 
digest the informatron-loaded work, one small portlon 
at a time. Throughout the book wrlhin sections. he 
immediately stales the point and purpose of hrs writing 
and clearly summarizes his material so that it provides 
an excellent teaching, review and reference tool. The 
summaries also function as useful tests to judge 
whether one understands the essential messages 
delivered in the often complex arguments and contra- 
versies he describes. 

The clarity and thoroughness of Shafer’s style is 
reireshlng and sorely needed. The benefit is not only 
for his primary intended audience, but for the commu- 
nity conducting research in contributing helds. 01 spe- 
cral interest to managers and fwends 01 U.S. National 
Parks: the author grasps and commurucates all too 
well the impermanence of the “vignette:’ He uses writ- 
ings of Leopold and Company effectrvely, provtding 
interpretations that show considerably more depth 
than those previously made available. 

The author focuses his attention on where lies the 
body of evidence that supports or conflicts with theo- 
ries and hypotheses proposed m the literature. He 
recognizes the shortcomings of having a poorly docu- 
mented institutional body of knowledge. and points out 
works havzng too linle “real” documentation. Yet. his 
argument for stated shortcomings of the available the- 
ory also rests to a large extent on institutional experi- 
ence. To this extent he permits htmself reasonable 
editorial license. To do this conservatively, as he does, 
allows the body of managerial experience to serve as 
the testing platform for ideas. Ideally he could also use 
it as a stimulating mechanism for new research. 

As the autho! of a major review he is in a good 
position to use his knowledge to produce the type of 
 Seas of Indifference? 
synthesis that would provide such a stimulatron. But, 
he seems to have stopped short of this, perhaps inten- 
tionally. He holds tightly to his primary purpose of 
review and translation and, avoids jeopardizing the 
effectiveness of his translation effort This may be 
disappaintlng to those reading this work for more than 
review or reference value. The author missed a unique 
opportunity to move forward, lying together the best of 
the professional literature and professional experw 
em 

The subject treatment generally is exhaustive. He 
w-stresses that planning for nalure reserves needs to 
consider cross-boundary processes, that buffers are 
necessary elements of protection, that reserves 
should be planned and designed with regional not just 
localized planning in mind. No less important is the 
need for human considerations, including population 
growth, economics, and social conditions, to be inte- 
gral parts of the analysis. Yet, on having seen a sectton 
title for paleontology, I had expected to see a discus- 
sion of species associations and concepts of commu- 
nity as recent studies in paleoecology have treated 
them. The studies he represents do not include this 
subject area and the chapter lacks a discussion of 
changing insightsregardrngclimax and stabilityolspe- 
cles assocratrons. 

Except for this minor point, the review is the most 
thorough and clearly presented one I have yet seen on 
the subject of nature reserves. While I may differ 
slightly in some interpretations, there are no subjects 
where I have clear departures in thought from the 
author. Shafer uses existrng knowledge upon which to 
base his judgments, rather than trends in the popu- 
larlty of concepts. Few of us can boast such a good 
handle on our material. 

The section, “General Guidelines” I” the end of his 
work (pp. 142-3) is an effective summary of the mate- 
rial. II rests on a basic foundation of knowledge, and 
frlls a real need for review and translation. However, it is 
very much a collage of other similar lists of recommen- 
dattons on reserve protection. design or management. 
It reflects his conservative approach, and shies away 
from synthesis. One of the most valuable messages 
the author stresses throughout, first caught my aye in 
his Preface. “The overall context of indlvldual nature 
reserves, in relation to one another and to their modi- 
fied landscapes and their people needs more careful 
concern.” The guidelines provide observations that 
underscore this as a subject the designers of parks 
ought to focus upon. 

Shafer’s book will make an excellent reference and 
leaching tool, and will perhaps to be used more broadly 
than he anticipated. His work is a good introductory 
and refresher text on the uses, developments. applica- 
tions and alternattve hypotheses on nature reserve 
design. The 189 pages that report Shafer’s review, 
comprise only the fine polished surlace of what has 
been clearly a painstaking effort. The psychological 
analog he borrows for describing parks, as “Islands of 
pain in seas of indifference,” sounds harsh, but is well 
chosen. 

A footnote: For those who enjoy Shafer’s book and are 
interested in more self-education on conservation of 
natural areas, I recommend John Perin’s (1989). A 
Forest Journey; the Role of Wood in the Develop 
men1 of Civilization. Published by W. W. Norton and 
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Neotropical 
Migratory Bird 
Conservation 
Pact Signed 

A Memorandum of Agreemenl for a Federal Neo- 
tropical Migratory Bird Conservation Commitlee was 
signed on May 14,199l by the USFWS, the USFS, the 
BLM, NPS, the Agency for International Development 
(AID), and EPA, andsoon will be signed by the Depart- 
ment of the Navy. 

The agreement establishes a Committee to Identify 
priority conservatton needs for neotroplcal migratory 
birds and to coordinate cooperative programs devel- 
oped to address those needs. It also provides for 
establishment of affiliated working groups of technrcal 
experts from public and private sectors to determine 
needs for and to coordinate research, inlernational 
population and habitat monitoring, information and 
education, and management programs being con- 
ducted by partnerships of federal, slate, and local gov- 
ernments in the U.S., Canada, and Latin America, 
worktng together with private entities. 

Neotroprcal migratory birds, those that nest in North 
America and winter in Latin America and !he Carib- 
bean, are in an overall stale of population decline. 
Some spews are so depleted they have been 
federally Itsted as threatened or endangered. These 
declines are the result of human activities - 
fragmentation of breeding grounds in the U.S. and 
Canada, and loss of wrntering habitat in Latin America 
and the Caribbean. 

A December 1990 workshop involving state and 
lederal government agencies and a large number of 
conservation organizations proposed the conservation 
programanddiscussed actiwties andapproachessim- 
liar to those already underway in an NPS pilot activity. 
This acttwty has been conducted for several years in 
the Southeast and Western NPS regions, aimed at 
establishing a Migratory Bird Watch that links park 
research, monitoring, and educational programs both 
nationally and internationally, according to the migra- 
tory birds shared by the parks. 

The NPS has designated two Commitlee members 
and nine working group representatives, who will meet 
with two others in mid-duly to draft an action plan for 
Service participation in the conservation program. 
NPS personnel include Mike Ruggiero, John Dennis, 
Ted Simons, Paul Buckley, Mrlford Fletcher, Richard 
Cunningham, Kyle Jones, John Peine, Rick Wilt, A. R. 
Weisbrod, Mike Brine”, Norm Reigle. Jr., and Susan 
Savage. 

John G. Dennis, Ecologist 
Washington Office 
historic analysis. It widened my perspective on the 
uniqueness and durability of 20th Century parks, 
beginning with Mesopotamia forests (4000 B.C.) and 
their subsequent depletions. History does recapitulate 
itself and, Schafer’s bookcausesmetoaskmyself how 
the present doffers from the past. 

C. Schonewald-Cox 
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Urgent Invent

Editor’s Note: Th6 article is in partial lulfilimenl of a 
Cooperative Agreement belween the Western 
Regional Offw of the Nafure Conservancy and fhe 
NPS Rocky Mountain Regional Office. 

By Nicholas Van Pelt and Joel S. Tuhy 

On the Colorado Plateau of Arizona, Utah and Colo- 
rado, an apprecWe fraction of the land surface and its 
vegetation is I” a pristine state. This results from the 
mnumerable buttes and mesas so charactenstic of this 
exceptionally scenic ecoreglon. Most such terrain 
“Islands”, along wth narrow canyons and sleep, rocky 
slopes, are maccessible to livestock, vehicles. and 
even humans. The plant communities of these “relict 
areas”haveentlreiy escaped the lnfluenceof the major 
land uses of the Plateau: fowl-fuels extraction, hard- 
rock mining. firewood and post cutting. cattle grazing, 
and dispersed recreation. 

The 13 national parks, monuments and recreation 
areas of the northern Colorado Plateau have their 
shareof relict sites. butnoverlficationoftheirexistence 
and desctlplion of IheIr features was undertaken until 
recently. Since 1986, The Nature Conservancy’s Great 
Basin Field OfHce (GBFO) and the Rocky Mountan 
Region (RMR) have surveyed potential tellct sites 
Whin NPS units in Utah and western Colorado. The 
first of two projects, requiring much helicopter time, 
yielded thorough descriptions of 22 sites within Glen 
Canyon NRA. The second phase Involved all other 
units of the northern Plateau. from Zion in south- 
western Utah to Curecanti in west-central Colorado. 
The more southerly units, in Arizona and New Mexico, 
have not yet been surveyed (University of Arizona 
scientists identified several sites within Grand Canyon 
in the late 1970s). 

A Precious Resource 
Almost all desert parks had sustained nonconform- 

ing uses before establishment. Several units, such as 
Capitol Reef, still support authorized grazing or cannot 
fully exclude trespass lIvestock. Accordingly, relict 
sites are a precious and limited resource, intrinsically 
valuable and useful for gauging departures lrom “natu- 
ralness” caused by grazing in particular.Today’s 
inquisitive recreationists have sought out and affected 
a few sites, such as Canyonlands’ Virginia Park. 

Because relict areas are indeed remnants of pristine 
landscapes, and could be lost through park develop 
ment, trespass, or inappropriate visitation, the Conser- 
vancy and the RMR felt that it was imperative 10 learn 
about and safeguard as many as possible. Some sites 
will contribute to slate-based or plateau-wide 
Research Natural Area (RNA) networks maintained in 
concert with other federal agencies. Given Service- 
wide initiatives in climatic change monitoring and 
assessment,thereltctsilesaHord secureplaceswhere 
monitoring equipment, sampling protocols, and photo- 
graphic stations could be placed-with assurance that 
these will remaln undisturbed. Most importantly, the 
sources of vegetabonal and fauna1 changes over the 
coming decades will not be confounded with inflw 
ewes present elsewhere an the same parks. 

74 Catalogued Sites 
The 74 sites visited and calalogued range in size 

from five to several thousand hectares. The largest 
and therelore most diverse of them occur in Canyon- 

lands, Glen Canyon and Zion.The vegetation present 
t Vegetation Si
ory Need for D

ranges from blackbrush (Cofeogyne) semidesert 
shrubland through a great vawty of pinyon-juniper 
(Pinus edub-Juniperus osleosperma) woodland sub- 
types to moniane or subalpine ponderosa pine (Psws 
ponderosa). Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and 
Engelmann spruce (Picea engeimanii) habitat types. 
Four bristlecone pine (Pinus longaeva) forests, all with 
endemic plant concentrations. were surveyed. One, 
comprising the only montane forest area in Capitol 
Reef, will receive Its first dendrochronologlcal evalua- 
lion this year by the Labaraloryof Tree-Ring Research. 

Following completion of the Glen Canyon phase, the 
Conservancy compiled a master vegetation classifica- 
tion for the Colorado Plateau. The units !n the forest, 
woodland, shrubland, grassland and “other herbland” 
series Included were used as a checklist in the SW 
veys, which lurned up additional types. However, the 
sitesdo not constitutelull samples olthevegetal types 
present I” any of the parks, with the exception of Glen 
Canyon. There, It is possible for resource managers 10 
revisit and intensively characterize pristine examples 
of nearly all rangeland communibes affecled by the 
NRKs grazing program. 

Photo Stations Installed 
A key adjunct of the largely qual~tawe surveys was 

the installation of permanent, unobtrusive photo- 
graphic stations. Surveyors acquired 50. to 400.mm 
color slide panoramas wtth a professional camera and 
tripod set up at measured distances above the station 
nadirs. The resulting pictures afford a vivid and repeat- 
able record of vegetation and surfaclal features. Trees 
and shrubs are frequently identifiable, making some of 
the 740 images useful for long-term, individual-plant- 
based studies. The photographs are archived in three 
linal-report volumes (one each for southwestern/ 
south-central Utah, western Colorado, and Canyon- 
lands). Directions for rephotographing thescenes (per- 
haps in 10 years) are included. The project has there- 
fore substantially augmented the collective porlfol~o of 
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desert landscape photographs that can be reliably 
matched in the future. They can be used 10 comple- 
ment more specialized, data-based resource monitor- 
ing and research efforts. In the 1990s. ecologists and 
photogrammetrlsls may devise novel ways of extract. 
ing insights from conventional photographs. especially 
those that are carefully matched. 

Surveys Inexpensive 
These surveys of parklands typifying “base condi- 

lions” ate timely and comparatively inexpenwe. They 
also respond to the Park Serwe’s mission of relainlng 
a sample of pristine natural environments for inspira- 
tlon, upper-level education. and both park-based and 
academic research. Some r&t sites can become 
RNAs, but in any case all can be b&r underslood and 
more knowledgeably managed with the information, 
data, and photographs the Conservancy and the Park 
Se&Ice have acquwd. The site wteups will appear in 
three volumes (companion to the photo archives) this 
wnler, and bolh project phases will be described in a 
lorthcoming Natural Areas Journal article. 

The prolect origlnators envisioned a third phase 
lnvolvlng northern Arizona parks and monuments. plus 
Chaco Canyon in norihwestern New Mexico Grand 
Canyon and Petrified Forest are the most likely to 
harbor significant relict vegetation occurrences. Still 
other parks, in the Mojave and Sonoran deserts, could 
likewise benefit from surveys (augmenred with repeat. 
able photography) that are performed before ani~o. 
patedglobal-warming enectsondrylands begin toreg- 
ister. The relict sites wlthin NPS lands in the southwest 
could well be crucial in meeting the challenge of under. 
standing and controlling these effects, plus those of 
steadily increasing witation 

Van Pelt is Utah Public lands Coordinator with The 
Nature Conservancy3 Great Basrn Field Office ;n Sal1 
Lake City, UT; Tuhy is Coordinator of the Utah DNR’s 
Natural Heritage Program. 
Juncfion Bufte, Canyonlands Naironal Park, Utah. A relict area showg differences in plant composition R 
comparisoo to fhe nearby “mainland.” Photo by Charles Schefz. 



ZJ Past Resource Impacts 
Seeing the Fo
Of Cumulative Imp

By Ron west 

The other day I glanced through a random back 
issue of Park Science. Several articles and resource 
issues caught my attention: Urban Development Near 
Parks; Man and the Biosphere; The Boundary 
Approach to the Analysis 01 Nature Reserves; Bio- 
diversity Task Force; and Ecosystem Management in 
the Parks. 

All of these current topics are ultrmately concerned 
with theanalysisof cumulative impact. Each, in itsway, 
is an attempt to grapple with a bigger picture; each 
considers a holistrc approach to park resources and 
the multitude of influences that affect them. 

Many of these relatively new issues, however, are 
theoretical or conceptual ,n nature - few are solid 
enough to be dealt with in our day-to-day, working 
world. My day-to-day working world often deals with 
envrronmental compliance, prrmarily compliance with 
the National Environmental Policy Act [NEPA). An 
analysis of cumulative resource impacts in the environ- 
mental assessment (EA) process would be a relatively 
down-to-earth way to tackle some of these brgger- 
picture concerns. What’s more, it’s a legal requirement 
to do so. 

Cumulative Impact and NEPA 
Attempts at analyzing cumulative impact are quite 

new, and no one has written the definitive book on how 
to go about It. The NPS. USFS, ELM, and numerous 
states are currently tryrng to deal wrth cumulative 
impact in the planning process. Major plannrng efforts 
in Big Cypress, Denali, Wrangell-St.Elias, and Yellow- 
stone all have addressed recently the cumulatrve 
Impacts in controversial arenas. 

The new interest rn cumulative impact analysis has 
come about largely through interventron of the courts 
Numerous agencies have been handed a court order 
for a cumulatrve impact analysis and/or an Environ- 
mental Impact Statement incorporating such an analy 
sis. In virtually every court case I’ve read about, if the 
plaintiffs ask for cumulative Impact analysis then the 
court hasordered it. Thereasonforthisisthatthe need 
for such an analysis IS cited numerous times rn the 
NEPA regulations. Although these regulatrons date 
from 1979, this language IS only now berng discovered. 

The Council on Envrronmental Qualrty’s (CEQ‘s) 
definition of cumulative impact, as staled rn the NEPA 
regulations, IS at the heart of the matter. The definition 
states that cumulative Impact is “the impact on the 
envrronment which results from the incremental impact 
of the action when added to other past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actrons regardless of 
what agency(Federalornon-Federal)orperson under- 
takes such other actions. Cumulatrve impacts can 
result from indivrdually minor but collectivelysrgnrficant 
actons takrng place over a perrod of time” (40 CFR 
1509.7: emphasis added). 

To say the least. thus is a rather comprehenwe 
definition.Nearly anything whrch has or will affect the 
resources of concern needs to be examined and con- 
sidered. A simple way of defining the analysis of 
cumulative impact, sometimes mentroned in the litera- 
ture, is that the analysis should cover all Impacts over 
both space and time. 

Cumulative Impacts and Olympic EAs 
In 1988. four development concept plans were com- 
pletedforfour areasonthe westsideof Olympic NP An
rest for the Trees: 
act in Environmen

attempt was made rn the environmental assessments 
forthesedocumentstoaddresscumulatrvermpactson 
particular resources. The most important resources of 
concern were elk, anadramous fish, and old growth 
forest stands. Cumulative impact was addressed in 
two, somewhat related areas: 1) in the presentation of 
existing resource conditions and impacts outside of 
the park boundary; and 2) in the presentation of past 
resource Impacts. 

1) Resource Cond;fions and fmpacts Ouside the Park 
Boundary 

From an ecosystem perspective, the park boundary 
was considered to be almost meaningless. Elk and 
salmon do not recognize the adminrstrative boundary 
in their movements. Old growth stands don’t migrate, 
but existing old growth harvestrng policies outsrde the 
park are isolating remaining old growth communities in 
the park. Politically, of course, the park boundary is 
quite real. HOW far one may go in the EA in presenting 
external concerns depends on the particular park, and 
its local politics. 

lndealino with trans-boundarv, cumulativeconcerns 
we presenied information in three ways. 

A) Relevant Region-Wide Resource Information. 
Stating the simple fact that salmon move up the river 
into the park leads the reader to an understandIng that 
“park” fish can be (and are) Impacted by downstream 
non-park actions. Elk also move in and out of the park. 
We srmply tried to show that the park IS not an island - 
that there is acommon, regional resource base. Appar- 
ent enough to us, perhaps, but often not understood by 
readers. It needs to be spelled out. 

B) Watershed Information. In an attempt to present 
more realistic resource “boundaries.” we presented 
the percentage of a watershed that was rnsrde and 
outsidethepark. Thrswassimplydone by outlining the 
four malor wer watersheds on a regional map and 
computing the areas both inside and outside the park. 
This information was presented. for example. by stat- 
ing that: “In the Quinault Rover watershed, 52% of the 
land area is wrthrn the park; 48% in other ownership:’ 
The Idea berng that the NPS, even under the most 
preservation-orrented management of resources, can 
only influence 52 percent of the land base on which the 
resources depend. 

Presenting watershed information makes sense for 
anaoromous fish; for elk and old growth even a water- 
shed “boundary” is artificial, however, it comes much 
closer to portraylng an ecological unrt than a straight 
park boundary created along section lines. 

C) Graphics. We tired lo visually portray a cumula- 
tive impact approach. A map of existing conditions 
ocluded extenwe areas outside of the park boundary. 
Any “external” human activity which contributes to 
impacts on a common resource base, even if the 
details of the Impact are sketchy, can be presented 
graphically, e.g., areas of oil and gas development, 
sub-drwons, upstream darns-all can be germane to 
the Issues berng examrned rn the EA. The areas don’t 
have to be precrsely located on the map. either. A 
bubble diagram approach, showing the general area 
and the type of Impact could be adequate. In the Olym- 
pic case, the biologrcal wolation of detached park unrts 
could bevisually portrayed by surrounding the unrt in a 
sea of precisely mapped clear cuts. 
 Documented, past resource Impacts, and the sub
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sequent current resource conditions resulting from 
them, also were presented. The cntical thing that thts 
information does IS to establish a historrc or “prrstine” 
baseline from which to measure additional Impacts 
stemming from the NPS proposal. For example, in one 
watershed, harvest figures for sockeye salmon 
declined from 25,OOOto 30 (ora99.5% reduction)from 
1949 to the present. Although harvest figures do not 
necessarily represent population figures, this sad fact 
goesalongway in saying thatwe benerbedarn careful 
that NPS Impacts do not add any more reductions to 
the runs. 

To me, this baseline is perhaps the most important 
factor that cumulative impact analysis can contribute. 
Hypothetically, we might currently have a sockeye run 
of, lets say, 100 fish. With this Information, standing 
alone, it could be said that an estimated “small” reduc- 
tion from an NPS proposal would not be considered a 
srgnificant Impact. But when looked at in a hrstorical 
perspective, knowing the run used to have, say, 10,000 
fish, it’s quickly apparent thatthere has already been a 
significant past impact, and any additional impact from 
our proposal would compound an existing sgnificant 
impact. 

The presentation of past Impacts should avoid fixing 
“blame,‘butthecausesforthe Impact, suchas”reduc- 
tion of spawning habitat due to siltation from roadrng 
and logging activity,” should be brought out. In some 
cases, years of continuous impact were presented: 
“significant change in natural forest vegetation has 
resulted from extensive logging over the past 90 
years:‘The extinction of specres in the ecosystem, the 
ultimate past impact, was stated as well (for wolf). 

It might be an uphill endeavor to convince super- 
wars, superintendents, or regional staff of the neces- 
sity of a cumulative Impact approach to EAs. The 
resource protection arguments are the strongest to 
me, butthelegal/CEQ argument mentioned here might 
convince others. I believe that the result, however, is 
worth the effort - the more NPS people and public 
reviewers that are thinklng in a bigger picture, the 
clearer the bigger picture will become. 

Ron West is a Natural Resource Specialist at the 
- 
Denver Service Center. 

Coastal Barriers 
Focus of Bioscience Articles 

In May 1991 Issue 
Five articles focusrng on coastal barrier ecosystems 

and on the Biosphere Reserve concept make up the 
bulk of the May 1991 issue of BioScience. For a well- 
rounded look at these resources, the management 
challenges they pose, some proposed tools for their 
management, and the need for public education, the 
May rssue is recommended reading. The articles and 
lheir authors are: “Establishrng Biosphere Reserves 
for Coastal Barrrer Ecosystems.” by G. Carleton Ray 
and William P, Gregg, Jr.; ‘Long-term Research at the 
VirginIaCoast Reserve,“by B.P Hayden. R D. Dues% 
J.T. Callahan, and H.H. Shugart. “The Biosphere- 
Reserve Concept: Needs for a Network Design,” by 
M.I. Dyer and MM Holland; “Public Education for 
Protecting Coastal Barrrers,“by Gary W. Mullins and 
Hans Neuhauser, and “Management of Coastal Barrier 

Biosphere Reserves.” by John R. Clark. 



Ecological 
On North Casca

By William J. Liss and Gary L. Larson 

One generalization that has emerged from research 
intotheecological roleaffish in aquatic communities is 
that fish can play an Important role. When stocked in 
hislorically fishless bodies of water, fish have the 
potential to eliminate or severely reduce in abundance 
indigenous species of invertebrate and vertebrate pray 
organisms and thus dramatically change aquatic com- 
munity composition and development. In general, 
management concerns center on balancing recrea- 
tional opportunities provided by stocked fish and con- 
serving the integrity of aquatic communities that have 
developed for thousands of years in the absence of 
fish. 

The lakes of North Cascades National Park service 
Complex in norlhern Washington were formed by gla- 
cial activity thousands of years ago and, until relatively 
recently, were devoid of fish. Some lakes were stocked 
with trout in the early 20th Century, long before estab- 
lishmentoftheparkin1966.Atpresent,ofthe160orso 
stgnificant high mountain lakes, about 61 contain fish, 
either through natural reproduction or by periodic 
stocking. The major species are cutthroat and rainbow 
trout. 

Park staff now face the difficult task of deciding the 
future of fish stocking of lakes within park boundaries. 
This research was undertaken to clarify the ecological 
role of stocked trout and their potential effects on the 
biologicalcommunities of naturallyfishless high moun- 
tain lakes. We have completed two of three scheduled 
field seasons and are analyzing data collected during 
the second season. This paper then, is an interim 
report and deals primarily with our accomplishments 
prior to beginning field work and during our first field 
season. 

Before the start of each field season we meet with a 
peer review panel of limnofogists, all with research 
experience on lake communities, to review our work of 
the past year and our research proposal for the suc- 
ceeding field season. This has provided constructive 
reviewsand hadasignificantimpact on researchdirec- 
tions. Park staff especially Jon Jarvis, Gary Mason, 
and Bob Wasem, have provided logistic support and 
personnel assrstance. Beth Deimling, Bob Hoqman, 
Gregg Lomnicky, and Bob Truitt, all research 
assistants at Oregon State University, have major 
responsibility for conduct of field work, processing 
samples, and data analysis. Collaboration of our cot- 
league, Dave Mclntire, also is appreaated. 

A Diverse, Dynamic System 
The park is a diverse, dynamic system--an area of 

steep rugged mountains, some reachrng elevations of 
over2500 meters, with many permanent glaciers. The 
mountains and valleys were shaped by glacial activity 
over the last 10,000 years. Prevailing weather patterns 
are from the Pacific Ocean. about 50 miles west of the 
park. Precipitation IS highest west of the Cascade 
crest, whichrunsthroughthe park. Mostoftheglaciers 
are found on the west side; areas east of the crest are 
much drier, 

The park’s high mountain lakes are generally rather 
small, most having a surface of less than 10 hectares, 
although some are quite large. They occur at efeva- 
tions ranging from less than 500 m to over 2000 m. 

Lower elevation, west slope watersheds have wefl-
Effects of Stoc
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developed soils and are heavily forested. Higher eleva- 
tion watersheds may have little soil development and 
bevery sparsely vegetated; many of the hrghest water- 
sheds are largely rock and ice. The park’s oldest lakes 
probably are thousands of yearsold, but new lakesare 
forming even today as the glaciers recede. 

Our research began with a literature revrew of the 
ecologtcal impacts of fish on aquatic communities 
(Goetze et al t989), and development of a watershed 
and lake classification system for the park (Lomnicky 
at al 1969). The literature suggests that vertebrate 
predation can alter aquatic community structure and 
organization. Structureofaquaticcommunitiescan be 
defined as the kinds of species composing a commu- 
nity, their abundances, distributions, and average 
sizes. This structure is simply a description of the 
“form” of acommunrty. Organization involves interac- 
tlons or interrelations, at least partially inferred, among 
species of groups of species that give a community its 
cohesiveness and ulbmately underlie its “form.” 

Fish have been shown to alter the size-structure. 
species composition, and species abundances of 
crustacean zooplankton. Fish may selectively prey on 
the largest or most visible species, eliminating these 
species or severely reducing their abundance and 
causing the zooplankton communrty to be dominated 
by smaller forms (e.g. Zaret 1960). These changes are 
thought by some researchers to alter grazing rates on 
phytoplanktonandcausechanges inthe speciescom- 
position, size-structure. and abundance of these min- 
ute algae (Carpenter et al 1965). Fish may change the 
biomass and relative proportrons of taxa composing 
benthic macroinvertebrate communities (Gillnsky 
1964; Walters and Vincent 1973; Andersson et al 1976; 
Tuunianen 1970). Elimination of benthic species has 
been reported (Macan 1966a,b; Reimers 1979). Fish 
also may alter the behwor and abundance of sala- 
manders (Efford and Mathias 1969; Taylor 1983; 
Semlitsch 1967). 

Many Factors Involved 
While there is consrderable evidence suggesting 

that stocked fish can altar communities in naturally 
fishless lakes, the results oflen are not clearcut. Com- 
munity structure and organrzation are by no means 
determined solely by presence or absence of verte 
brake predators. Species that successfully colonize a 
lake and make up a community must, at some tome, 
have originated in other lakes, streams, and bodies of 
water. The system of aquatic communities that pro- 
vides colonists to a lake is the species pool. The corn- 
position of species in a lake depends heavily on thus 
pool of available colonists. 

In addition, the physical and chemical characteris- 
tics of the lake habitat influence the kinds of species 
present and the nature of species interrelationships. 
Lakes with different kinds of habitats may have some- 
what different communities, even within thesame spe- 
cies pool, and these communities may respond differ- 
ently to fish stocking. 

Prey refuges, which can mediate the effects of pre- 
dation, are a component of habitat (Crowder and 
Cooper 1962; Timms and Moss 1964). Fluctuabons in 
chemical and physical conditions may reduce, 
enhance, or override affects of fish predation. Impacts 
on the community also may depend upon the species, 

density, and age and stze structure of vertebrate pred- 
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Doubflul Lake IS a subalprne fake formed m a glacial 
cirque !n North Cascades NPS Complex. (Pholo by 
Beth OeimlihgJ 

at06 (Stein et al 1986). 
Most htgh mountarn lakes of the North Cascades are 

oltgotrophic. that is low rn nutrients and poorly produc- 
tive. Yet there is considerable dwsity in characteris- 
tics of lakes and then watersheds, which may give rise 
to diversity of aquatic community types. Watershed 
and lake classification provide a useful tool for identify- 
rng, ordering, and understanding diversity of aquatic 
habitats and communities. Lakes, like all aquatic sys- 
tems, reflect characteristtcs of their watersheds. 

Lakes within the park are classified or grouped 
according toclimatic.geologic, topographic, andvege- 
tatwe aspects of their watersheds, and by watershed 
area, lake efevatron, lake morphometry (surface area 
and relative depth), and type of inlet and outlet. All 
these characteristics may influence lake habrtat 
including chemistry, hydrology, length of ice-free 
period, seasonal temperature patterns, and type of 
bottom substrate. 

The classifsation, then, allowed us to begrn to deline 
different aquatic community habitats within the park, 
and associate these habitats with watershed charac- 
teristics. In addition, the classification system provided 
a basis for selecting comparable lakes for study and 
will serve as a tool in developing a lake monitoring 
program. 

Research Season Limited 
Field research began in the summer of 1969. Field 

seasons are relatively short, extending from June into 
September for the lowest elevation lakes. Many high 
lakes may not become ice-free and accessible until 
mid to late July. Lakes often are located in rugged, 
remote terrain and so present severe logistical difficul- 
ties for the researcher transporting sampling equip 
ment. Access to nearly all lakes is either by backpack- 
ing or helicopter. 
The goal of research is to evaluate the impacts of 



stocked trout on the structure and organization of 
aquatic communities in naturally fishless lakes. The 
components of the aquatic community on which we 
focused included benthic macrolnvertebrates, crus11- 
cean zooplankton. rotifers. phyioplankton, and 
amphibians--particularly salamanders. Fish were 
sampled to determine size structure, food habits, and 
relative abundance. Lake chemistry and temperature 
profiles were taken and components of the benthic 
substrate were identified and mapped. 

Sinceverytitdewas knownofthestructureof aquatic 
communities within the park, our first field season task 
was to conduct an etienslve survey of lakes. The 1989 
field season was devoted to assessing the general 
limnological characteristics of 52 lakes, which repre- 
sented a wide range of lake classes. Most were 
sampled only once that season. The survey afforded 
some Important understanding of the species com- 
position of aquatic communities and species distribu- 
tions among communities within the park, and led to 
some hypotheses concerning fish Impacts, which 
directed further studies and provided context for more 
intenwe field studies conducted in ensung years. 
Analysis of the 1989 survey data led to the tentative 
view that predation Impacts on aquattc communities in 
the park may be dependent on the density and size 
structure of vertebrate predator populations and may 
vary with lake class. 

Vegetation zone (alpine, subalpine, and forested) 
and aspect (e&west) are components of the classifi- 
catton system that emerged as important indicators of 
local climate, soil conditions, and limnologlcal charac- 
teristics of lakes (Liss et al 1990). Physical and chemi- 
cal properties of lakes and benthic habitat characteris- 
tics varied among vegetation zones. In general, taxa of 
zooplankton, benthlc Invertebrates. and phytoplankton 
were more diverse in forested lakes than in subalpine 
and, particularly, alpine systems. Many taxa, some of 
them relatively rare. were found exclusively in forested 
systems. This suggests that analysis of fish impacts 
should be partitioned by vegetabon zone. 

Fish Effect on Salamanders 
Important vertebrate predators within aquatic sys- 

tems in the park aie fish and salamanders. Both prey 
upon benthic macroinvertebrates and zooplankton. 
Fish seam to affect the abundance and behavior of 
salamanders. When fish were not present in a lake, 
salamander abundance was relatively high. Sala- 
manders were observed to move freely within the lake 
during daylight hours, suspend in the water column, 
n 

appeared to be reduced and they were far mole secre- 
tive, lying hidden in crevices of submerged boulders 
during the day, perhaps emerging to feed at night. 
Salamander larvae were found in fish stomachs. Pre- 
limmary observations suggest that post-hatch mor- 
tality of larval salamanders IS very high in lakes wth 
fish. We will bepetiormlng experimentsduring the1991 
field season to determine the extent to which this mar- 
tality may be attributable to fish predation. 

Both reproducing and non-reproducing fish stocks 
are present in the park. Reproducing populations are 
composed of individuals of different ages and sizes. 
Park lakes with highest fish densities tend to be com- 
posed of reproducing fish populations. Our initial 
observations suggest that these may be the lakes in 
which fish impacts on salamanders and invertebrates 
may be most evident. Lakes !n which fish do not 
reproduce are stocked periodically with fry Fish in 
these lakes tend to be of more uniform size and age. 
Since fish may change their feeding habits as they age 

predation impacts may be 
dependent on the density and size 

structure of vertebrate predator 
populations and may vary 

with lake class. 

(Rabe 1967; Hansen i971), a cohort of stocked fish 
may have different impactson the community when it is 
composedof numeroussmallfish than when it ismade 
up of few, large fish. This raises the possibility of cyclic 
changes in aquatic invertebrate community structure 
as a cohort of stocked fish matures. 

Unraveling Complexities 
Research during the 1991 field season, as in the 

1990 season, will be directed toward unraveling the 
complexities of interactions among components of the 
aquatlc communities. Two types of approaches will be 
employed. One involves comparison of communities in 
lakes withdifferent levelsofvertebratepredation within 
each vegetation zone. In the subalpine, this will entail 
comparison among lakes in which no vertebrate pred- 
ators are present, lakes in which only salamanders 
occur, and lakes with low to high densities of fish. In 
forested lakes, the same design will be employed, 
althoughwe have notfoundany lakes inthisvegetation 
zone that do not have some type al vertebrate preda- 
tor. For each community we will locus on assessment 
of species composition, average body size of major 
and bask openly on submerged rocks and logs. Whe

fish were present, abundance of salamanders species, relative species densitles, and habitat utiliza- 
tion. Lakes will be sampled two to four limes per sea- 
son, depending on elevation. Alpine lakes will not be 
studied extensively because few are stocked with fish. 

The second approach pertains primarily to lakes 
with non-reproducing fish. Community structure in two 
subalpIne and three forested lakes, each with only a 
few, large fish remaining within the cohort, was deter- 
mined. Predation intensity, particularly on zoo- 
plankton, may be rather low in these systems. The 
large fish then were removed by intensive gill-netting 
(only relatively small lakes that afford high probability 
of remowng nearly all fish were chosen). The lakes 
were restocked with fry toward the end 01 the 1990 
season. These smaller fish may be more Intensive 
planktlvores than larger fish and so have a greater 
impact on zooplankton and the pelagu community. 

Community structure WIII be determined again dur- 
ing the 1991 fields season and compared to structure 
from 1990. Sampling these systems we hope can con- 
tinue during a monitoring phase of the project to evak- 
ate whether some form of cyclic change in commu- 
nities associated with periodic stocking can occur. 

Liss and Larson are limnologists, Liss with the 
Oregon State University (OSU) Dept. of Fisheries and 
Wildlife, and Larson wifh the NPSICPSU af OSU, Car- 
vallis, OR. 
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